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: Moreno Valley 
. Student Needs 
.$600 More 
· Rancho Verde High School 
student Jacoby A. Carter has 
been selected to attend The 
Junior Statesman Summer 
School Program at Stanford 
University in July. This month-
long program is limited to 200 
outstanding high school students 
who are interested in politics 
and government. 
At the summer school, the 
curriculum offers a rigorous col-
' lege level American Govern-
~• ,,ment and Speech Communica-
- ) ) . . 
t10n course, Congressional 
> Worieshop Debates and a Speak-
' 'ers Program with State Legisla-
i, : ... ·tors, Lobbyists and Scholars. 
• , The purpose of the program 
: ' is to challenge and teach stu-
' dents about politics and becom-
' . 
. •, mg a more effective and confi-
, dent public speaker. 
: The total amount needed in 
order for Carter to attend the 
summer school is $2,300,00. 
This includes tuition and room 
and board. He needs only $600 
more. Any assistance will be 
greatly appreciated. 
A tax deductible donation of 
any amount to the Junior States-
man Foundation will make a big 
difference. The check should be 
made payable to and mailed to 
the Junior Statesman Summer 
Programs Director, 650 Blair 
Island Road, Suite 201, Red-
wood City, CA 94063. Carter's 
name needs to be identified on 
the check memo portion of the 
check. The deadline for dona-
tions is June 30, 1995. Money 
will still be accepted after the 
date. 
Northwest Project Area 
Committee To Hold 
Monthly Meeting 
The Northwest Project Area 
Committee represents all the 
· persons who live within the 
:boundaries of the Northwest 
·Redevelopment Project area. 
:Every resident is invited and 
urged to attend the meetings 
held on the second Monday of 
:each month at the Public Enter-
' prise Center at 1505 Highland 
'Avenue. 
Although the committee was 
:instituted to serve as an advisory 
.committee to the Redevelop-
ment Agency, in any matters of 
, redevelopment occurring in the 
area, interest of this committee 
go beyond this. "As interested 
citizens and Westside residents, 
we are concerned about any 
issues affecting our area. To be 
truly effective, this committee 
needs input from all residents," 
said Juanita Scot, Chair. All 
residents should attend meetings 
and voice any concerns they 
may have and suggestions for 
betterment of the entire West-
side. 
The next meeting will be held 
on July 3, 1995. 
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MVUSD Afraid 
By Cheryl Brown-BVN 
f Black CHP Officer ? 
Wisher are alleged witnesses to 
the complaint. According to 
fvtrs. Buries, the three have said 
they are afraid of officer Buries. 
Lee reportedly sai~ he was 
leaving the Moreno Valley 
School District because of his 
fear of Mr. Burks. Mrs. Burks 
says she can prove there is a 
conspiracy to haIJD her, her 
family, and have her husband 
fired from his CHP job of 18 
years. 
ernadette Burks 
The bizarre Moreno Valley School District became more bizarre this week. 
Boardmember Bernadette 
Burks, in a press conference 
Monday, accused fellow 
Boardmember Tracey Vackar, 
recall proponents Ms. Rocklyn 
Kane and, Ms. Missy Silvia, 
Superintendent Bob Lee, and 
Assistant Superintendent Dr. 
Linda Wisher of ca.using an 
internal investigation of her 
husband, Highway Patrolman 
Robert Burks. The three 
women filed a "422" -
Terrorist Threat and Lee and 
A memorandum from the 
CHP Department to Burks 
obtained by the Black Voice 
News, confirmed the internal 
investigation and the allega-
tions of off-duty misconduct. It 
forbids Burks from contacting 
or communicating with any of 
e accusers or witnesses. He 
would not comment on the 
memorandum. 
History was made recently in San Bernardino as both father and daughter 
addressed the 1995 graduating 
class at San Bernardino High 
School. 
Hardy Brown, in his last 
term on the San Bernardino 
School Board was overcome 
with joy as the last of his four 
children, Regina, graced the 
field of San Bernardino as a 
graduating senior. 
Brown stated in his last 
address, "I have had many 
good experiences while serv-
ing as a member on the board 
of education for the past 
twelve years and as ·you have 
heard I am not seeking re-elec-
tion for another term. The best 
part of serving as a member is 
being at the senior's graduating 
ceremonies giving you your 
diplomas. And I get a triple 
treat tonight because my 
daughter Regina is not only 
receiving her diploma but 
addressing you as Senior Oass 
President. I'm very proud of 
her and all of you for sticking 
to your goal to graduate. I 
know it has not been easy but 
you ran the race ' til the end. It 
will take that same effort and 
dedication to finish the next 
phase of your life's journey ... " 
Brown went on to say, "You 
stand at the threshold of your 
future. Some of you know 
exactly what you want to do, 
while others have not given it 
much thought. But what ever 
career you select or career 
selects you, make sure you are 
happy and enjoy life. We have 
too many unhappy people in 
our society today. A society 
that is the best this world has 
ever offered. Our God has 
1994-95 Senior Class President Regina Brown and her father 
San Bernardino School Board member Hardy Brown. 
blessed this great nation and 
you. There is no need to be 
unhappy. You are better edu-
cated today than any other gen-
• eration before you. You share 
more wealth than any other 
generation. You have more 
opportunities than any other 
generation. You have greater 
freedom today than any other 
generation before you .. " 
Emotions seemed to be the 
theme of the day as Regina 
danced across the stage into 
the waiting arms of her father, 
to the rousing applause of 
almost the entire senior class. 
During Regina's senior 
address she reminded her fel-
low graduates of the story of 
the Three Little Pigs and how 
it relates to them, "As we are 
released into this harsh and 
sometimes cruel world, we 
must remember the things we 
learned not only from our par-
ents but from our teachers, 
counselors, administrators and 
experiences with our fellow 
students." 
She continued, "And during 
these four years we have built 
a foundation to build upon, We 
should not be foolish like the 
two pigs who built their 
homes with straw and sticks. I 
want you the class of 1995 to 
know that the big bad wolf 
may try to attack your house-
but if you build it with brick, 
you will be protected." She 
told them to take the key under 
their seats and let it serve as a 
symbol to unlock the door to a 
successful, prosperous, knowl-
edgeable, happy, wise, stress 
free, and most of all joyous 
life." 
Philip Morris Announces Initiative Against Youth 
., 
Burks said she spoke for my mike. I've explained I am 
herself and on behalf of her an elected official also and I 
children. "I do not worie for the have a right to speak even if 
Highway Patrol and my bus- she doesn't agree with me. I 
band was trying to keep this still have every right, it 's the 
from me. I found out by acci- First Amendment to the Consti-
dent that he had been interro- tution" said Ms. Burks. 
gated by the department," she Burks said, this is the second 
said. "Vackar has violated a time Moreno Valley people 
moral obligation, she went to have gone on her husband's 
my husband's job, what we do job. In the first investigation, 
as school board members the CHP found "no nexus con-
shouldn't affect our liveli- nection between Buries off-duty 
hood," she said. conduct." The current charge 
Burks is being recalled for was filed almost a year to the 
what the proponents say is month of this recent terrorist 
unprofessional conduct and charge. "Someone knew a. 422 
demeanor at Board meetings; would bring a more intense, 
publicly threatening fellow state-wide investigation. That 
board members; loss of control was a citizen's complaint, this 
when stating her views requir- is an investigation," said Ms. 
ing breaks so that she might Burks. 
regain composure; and shout- Vackar said the charge is 
ing at such a volume that her untrue in a Press Enterprise 
microphone must be turned off. article dated 6/26/95, "I am not 
They also said she was in among the group of people 
"Conflict of Interest" claiming who is harassing them. " 
she has had a partisan friend- According to the Press Enter-
ship with an administrator liti- prise article, Vackar has filed a 
gating against MVUSD, not complaint with the Moreno 
disqualifying her- ~~~~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Valley Police 
self from voting on _ __ _ Department 
issues penaining to "Vackar has violated and charges 
that friend/admin- • • Burks threat-
istrator, displaying a moral obhgat1on, ened her dur-
such blind support she went to my ing a recent 
for an administra- husband's J"ob what clos~d session 
tor that she ' meetmg. Buries 
neglected to inter- we do as school den ies she 
view any staff board members threatened ner, 
members to hear h Id 't ff t but did tell her 
their viewpoints, S OU n 8 ec our she knew what 
closed session livelihood," she did and 
meetings with an said Bernadette Burks that she will 
administrator in her iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii not allow her 
office with a mili- to take her 
tant activist organi- husband's job. 
zation whose sole purpose is Buries replied, "that is what our 
racist in nature. Community court system is for." 
members and opponents feel Burks has had it with what 
the attack on Burks is racially she says is a conspiracy. Her 
motivated and part of a plan to house has been routinely egged 
get rid of any Black who goes and tomatoed, she has been fol-
against the status quo. lowed to the bank and the gro-
Burks denies the recall cery store, and last year she 
charges and says, "Vackar, was was threatened when two 
not chairing the meeting but White men in a two toned lime 
wanted me to shut up, when I green truck came across the 
continued to make my point street with what appeared to be 
she got up and turned off my a stick. But when the stick was 
mike, which she has done more brought up and then down and 
than once. Whenever she she heard a cocking sound she 
doesn't like what I have to say 
she reaches over and turns off continued on 8-6 
National Urban League 
Pulls National Conference 
From California 
• National Urban 
League Mad over 
Governor Wilson's 
Anti-Affirmative-
Action Policies 
the economy of our hometown 
we wholeheartedly support the 
decision, because the Gover-
nor's action seriously weakens 
California's commitment to 
racial ethnic and gender diver-
sity for all of its citizens," said 
John W. Mack, President of the 
Los Angeles Urban League. 
: Youth Talent Show 
The Riverside Black History 
· Committee is hosting a talent 
show featuring young singers 
: and dancers from the Inland 
'I' Empire. It will be held at the 
Stratton Center, 2008 Martin 
. Luther King Blvd., Riverside, at 
. 6:30 p.m. For more information 
please call (909) 274-0149 or 
Philip Morris USA recent-. ly launched a new initia- indicating that the sale of cigarettes to minors is prohibited. cigarettes. These will be based on the principle that every state should enact legislation estab-
lishing reasonable licensing 
requirements for the sale ol 
cigarettes, requirements that 
cigarettes be under the sight or 
control of sales clerks at all 
times, minimum age signage 
requirements, and restrictions 
on minors' access to cigarettes 
in vending machines. 
The National Urban League recently announced that it will 
pull its national conference out 
of California because of the 
anti-Affirmative-Action poli-
cies of Gov. Pete Wilson. The 
conference was scheduled for 
July, 1996, in Los Angeles, and 
was expected to draw some 
20,000 participants. 
The conference was to fea-
ture prominent national speak-
ers, as well an exhibits of 200 
major companies, a Job Oppor-
tunity Showcase, a gala concert 
and other highlights. 
.877-4003. 
Bm,im·ss l>ircclor~ ...... . \·-' 
lh•lil,!ion ....................... :\-<, 
Sport, ..... .. .................... B-1 
L11h'rl:1i11111l'll! .. ..... ...... B-:! 
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tive to attack the problem 
of youth smoking. The pro-
gram -- Action Against Access 
-- has been created to make it 
as difficult as possible for 
minors to purchase cigarettes . 
"The best way to keep kids 
away from cigarettes is to keep 
cigarettes away from kids," 
Philip Morris USA President 
and CEO James J. Morgan 
said, in announcing the 
program. It includes unilateral 
steps such as discontinuing 
free cigarette sampling to 
consumer and the distribution 
of Philip Morris cigarettes by 
mail. The Company also 
announced that it will include a 
notice on its cartons and packs 
In addition, the Company 
indicated that it will withhold 
merchandising benefits from 
stores which are fined for or 
convicted of breaking mini-
mum age laws. And Philip 
Morris USA will fund a major 
retail compliance training pro-
gram called "Ask first/It's the 
Law" on how to ask for and 
verify proof of age for the pur-
chase of cigarettes. 
Beyond these unilateral 
steps, the Company said that it 
would take a leadership role in 
working with others -- includ-
ing retailers -- to pursue other 
voluntary and legislative initia-
tives to reduce youth access to 
"We have no doubt that 
some of our critics will say that · 
this initiative -- broad as it is --
is not enough," said Mr. Mor-
gan. "But we believe that 
access is the critical issue 
which can make a difference in 
youth smoking and we are 
willing to take the steps to 
make a real difference." 
'This country must affirm its 
unswerving commitment to 
include minorities and women 
in the American mainstream," 
said Hugh B. Price, President 
of the National Urban League. 
"In his efforts to abolish Affir-
mative-Action, the Governor of 
California has retreated from 
this commitment, and we must 
protest with all the clout that 
our movement possesses,"he 
said. 
"E;ven though this will hurt 
Gov. Wilson's order repeals 
the executive orders of several 
previous Governors in 1971 , 
1981 and 1983. It eliminates 
150 advisory committees, alters 
hiring objectives for 150,000 
full-time state jobs and cuts 
racial and gender hiring in 
summer and intern programs. 
Founded in 1910, the National 
Urban League is the nation's 
premier civil rights and social 
service agency. The League is 
a nonprofit organization with 
affiliates in 113 cities, in 34 
states and the District of 
Columbia. 
Support The Homeless, Buy The Black Voice Nevvs 
Lifestyles 
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New Report Card Spells Trouble For Calif2ti~~!~.!!:!~o~e 
ClState Ranks in the Bottom CALIFORNIA: STATE OF OUR CHILDREN '95 Children's Accountability Act", challenging state 
of the Class in Critical Areas DISTURBING TRENDS: ENCOURAGING TRENDS: lawm~ers and a~inistrators as well as public 
• YOUTH UNEMPLOYMENT WOMEN NOT RECEIVING PRENATAL CARE and pnvate agencies to hold themselves account-for Children ,-----, able for children 's outcomes. The Children's 
California Report Card '95 on California's children rele_ased t~ay by Children Now, a nonpartisan pohcy and advocacy organization for children, 
shows startlin~ trends for California's 8.9 million 
children, with the poverty rate escalating more 
rapidly than in the rest of the nation. While the 
group measured key indicators for children in a 
number of areas, one of the most grave was the 
picture painted for California teens. Among the 
most alarming trends for teens are: 
• In 1993, California had the highest teenage 
unemployment rate in the nation at 26.2%. 
• Each year, 100,000 California high school 
graduates do not go on to college and have little 
guidance in their transition to work. 
• In 1993, 857 California children, the equiva-
lent of more than 25 classrooms, were victims of 
homicide. The rate of homicides perpetrated 
against children in California is 59% higher than 
the rest of the nation. 
• In 1992, over 70,000 babies were born to 
teenage girls in California. California's teenage 
birth rate is the 43rd worst in the nation. 
"The state might be coming out of the reces-
sion, but its children have been left in the dust," 
stated James P. Steyer, president of Children 
Now. "These problems have been brewing over 
the past decade and we must make a commitment 
to our young people before it's too late. Young 
people need opportunities for work experience, a 
good education, and a safe and supportive com-
munity to help them transition to productive 
adults. This report card sends a dramatic message 
that we are failing millions of kids." 
The new data is included in Children Now's 
California Report Card '95 and a supplement 
report entitled, California: The State Of Our Chil-
dren '95, which provides a comprehensive pic-
ture of California's children by measuring state 
perfonnance on 26 benchmarks and analyzing 
trends. 
There have been some improvements for chil-
H·11s Ford is Chino 1 
the Official Car 
h. Of The Dealers ip k tt 
Coors Bill Pie e 
Invitation Rodeo 
1,___•_M• ___ r 
1990 
15
-
6
% 1989 7·2% Accountability Act calls for: 1993 26.2  1992 5.3  
California's rate of youth unemployment nearly doub'cd 
from 1990 10 1993. 
• CHILDREN IN POVERTY 
1993 2.7 million (26.8% of all kids) 
This is the highest rate since Cahforrua t::egan l'f!C1<. ... , 
its poverty data ,n 1976 
• TEEN BIRTHS 
1992 Nearly 70,000 babies were born to 
teenage girls in Californ ia. 
California's teenage birth rate 1s the 43rd wors1 n tr"~ r~· ,..,.. 
~,, 
... ~ 
• ~ Source: Repon Card '95. '<: 1995 Ch ldrcn Now ·· 
- ... ,.. r('l'Cf'\"' .1'.";C o ' ,•,cr""'r,, ro: rccc v.ng prenatal care 
• INFANT MORTALITY 
1990 
1993 
7.9 deaths per 100,000 b irths 
6.8 deat hs per 100.000 b irths 
• IMMUNIZATIONS 
1991 48.7% 
1994 57.2°0 
,,~-\C ,..., .... ,~c·s show ll"Jc pc~ccn:age of k1l"aergarteners 
••• "'.1 tn1 ~cc-,, nooropr.i'l.ic 1y 1mmun•zed at age lwo 
DROPOUT RATE 
1990 
1993 
20.2% 
15.2% 
The d•ccoui ra te declined 2sc-o lrom 1990 to 1993. 
Kev Findinas"'of-·- California:iltiffhe StateYdf "0D'rJ;flHilaferi'!fot95 
California children are: 
• more likely to grow up poor 
• more likely to face overcroweded classrooms 
• more likley to drop our of high school 
• more likely to be unemployed 
• more likely to have babies as teenagers 
than other children in the United States 
dren, such as an increase in the number of babies 
born to mothers who received prenatal care and a 
decrease in the percentage of young people drop-
ping out of high school. However, overall Chil-
dren Now 's findings show disturbing trends in 
other critical areas for children: 
• FAMILY ECONOMICS: California's child 
poverty rate of 28.6% surpasses the national rate 
of 23.5%. This is the highest recorded rate since 
the state began tracking child poverty in 1976. 
• SAFETY: Reports of abuse against Califor-
nia children have doubled since 1985, numbering 
over 660,000 in 1993. Related to the rise in child 
abuse is the increasing number of children in fos-
~- ~ ~ . . 
, They are also: 
• likely to receive child support payments 
• less likely to have health insurance 
• less likely to go to college 
than other children in the United States 
ter care, which in the last three years, has risen 
14% to over 94,000 placed out of home in Jan-
uary 1995. 
• EDUCATION: California 4th graders ranked 
40th out of 41 states in reading scores in 1992. 
California spends about $1,000 less per student 
than the national average and has the most 
crowded classrooms in the nation. 
"When California ranks in the bottom of the 
class for kids, we not only fail our children, but 
we undermine the future economic vitality of our 
state," stated Lois Salisbury, executive director oJ 
Children Now. 
As one solution to the continual decline in 
., 
Plus Many, 
• A Children's Impact Statement (CIS) as a 
nonpartisan analysis of the probable impact of 
designated legislative and budget proposals on all 
children. With a better understanding of a mea-
sure's consequences for kids, state lawmakers 
could demonstrate through their votes that chil-
dren are a priority. 
• A system to hold public agencies accountable 
for results achieved for children. 
"At a time when reform efforts are sweeping 
the nation, we must be smart about the effect of 
those changes on our most valuable and most 
vulnerable assets-our children. The Children's 
Accountability Act would give lawmakers a use-
ful tool to make informed decisions on measures 
affecting children. This could begin to reverse the 
intolerable trends outlined in this '95 Report 
Card," concluded Ms. Salisbury. 
Children Now will present the California 
Report Card '95 at the first meeting of a newly 
convened California State Assembly Select Com-
mittee on California's Children, following the 
press conference at the State Capitol. The group 
will be joined by youth and families to discuss 
the implications of the findings in this report and 
to identify solutions to improve the lives of Cali-
fornia's children. 
Generous support for California Report Card 
'95 and Californian The State Of Our Children 
'95 was provided by the Annie E. Casey Founda-
tion, as part of its Kids Count project. 
For more information, please call Margaret 
Lyons Pena (916) 441-2444, Lorena Hernandez 
(510) 763-2444 or Stephanie Brady or Mari Bel-
las at (310) 268-2444. 
Many, More!! -~ (J?P'~ 
Chino Hills Ford 
4480 Chino Hills Pkwy. Chino, CA 91710 
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African-American Women Leaders Call Emergency Summit 
• Entertainers Biennial Convention will be to t '.\iifiiY{i>./i • 
Dionne Warwick And consider the next steps it will 
take in its campaign to stop the 
Melba Moore to distribution and exposure of 
Convene NPCBW degrading music to children 
across the country and the 
Entertainment stance it will take against the ·• 
Commission To music industry giant, Time .• 
S · "G Warner and other corporations. trateg1ze angsta' California State Senator . 
Rap" Campaign At Diane Watson will be the 
NPCBW Convention Keynote Speaker at the Plenary 
Session on Saturday, July 8, 
The National Political Congress of Black Women, Inc. (NPCBW), will hold 
its 1995 Biennial Convention, 
July 5th through July 9th, 1995, 
at the Red Lion Hotel in 
Seattle, Washington. 
1995 at 9:30 a.m. The plenary Hon. Cardiss Collins Rev. Willie Barrow Sen. Diane E. Watson Melba Moore Hon. Maxine Waters 
· The theme of this year's 
Convention is "The African-
American Women's Covenant: 
Revitalizing Our Community 
Through Political and Econom-
ic Parity." The will address 
critical issues threatening the 
survival of the African-Ameri-
can community. The public is 
invited. 
"Our babies are dying, our 
neighborhoods are spiritually 
bankrupt, our men are incarcer-
ated and our neighborhoods are 
beset by drugs and pollution," 
said Dr. C. DeLores Tucker, 
NPCBW National Chair and 
, Convening Founder. "African-
American unemployment is at 
an all time high. At the same 
time, our precarious economic 
status is being seriously eroded. 
We can't afford to sit idly by 
and watch the total destruction 
of our communities." An emer-
gency Women's Roundtable 
Leadership Summit will be 
held on Thursday, July 6, 1995 
at 7:30 p.m. 
The NPCBW Entertainment 
Commission will hold a special 
meeting during the Convention. 
The Commission, which is 
responsible for launching the 
"gangsta' rap" campaign, is co-
chaired by entertainers Melba 
Moore and Dionne Warwick. 
One of the objectives of the 
Letter To The 
Editor 
DEAR EDITOR: 
To Those That Care 
As members of the Board of 
Education who are elected to 
serve the' community of Moreno 
Valley, especially our youth as 
they seek to become educated, 
we cannot permit ourselves to 
be drawn into situations that can 
lower the standards of our edu-
cation system. Cheap, low, 
degrading talk will not be per-
mitted during Tuesday night's 
Board of Education me·etings. If 
a person has something to say 
that is low, in bad taste and dis-
' plays the speaker as a person of 
' poor self-esteem, it must be said 
in Closed Session which is there 
' for this purpose. The public is 
not interested in how ignorant 
some people are. 
Think about it: We cannot 
afford to have our community 
displayed as a place where a 
Christian, Top, First Class 
Administrator will refuse to 
STAY, or COME and SERVE 
the citizens of Moreno Valley in 
education. WE must show more 
respect for our children, fami-
lies, and employees of the 
Moreno Valley School system. 
We were not elected to insult 
people. 
It doesn't take the "Brown 
Act" to let me know that we all 
must show respect for each 
other. If you can't do this, keep 
quiet or go where you can lower 
yourself to the level that you are 
accustomed to. BOARD OF 
EDUCATION MEMBERS 
ARE NOT EXCLUDED. 
"When you come across a 
fool who can't help himself, 
always remember that he is a 
fool. Don't bother with him. On 
up the road, he is liable to run 
into another fool, and one of 
them will destroy the other." 
Charlie Russell in Bill Russell, 
Second Wind, 1979. 
Sincerely 
Charles LedbetterPresident 
Board of Education 
session is entitled "Where do 
we go from here:Affirmative-
Action." The NPCBW will rat-
ify a five year agenda so that 
African-American women can 
stop the current trend to "turn 
back the clock" for Black 
America. Namely, the women 
will renegotiate their relation-
ship with corporate and politi-
cal America. 
In addition, the Hon. Lois 
DeBeny, Speaker ProTempore 
of the Tenn. House of Rep. and 
President of the National Black 
Caucus of State Legislators, 
will give remarks at the "Salute 
to Elective and Appointive 
African-American Women" on 
Saturday, July 8, 1995 at 7:30 
p.m. 
':. Dr. Joycelyn Elders, former 
U.S. Surgeon General of Unit-
ed States will be the keynote 
speaker at the Unity Breakfast 
on Sunday, July 9, 1995 The 
closing event of the Convention 
will be the Unity Prayer Circle 
benediction which will be 
given by Rev. Willie Barrow, 
--
President and CEO of Opera-
tion PUSH. 
Other confinned speakers at 
this historic event are: Con-
gresswoman Cynthia McKin-
ney; former U.S. Surgeon Gen-
eral Dr. Joycelyn Elders; Dr. 
Betty Shabazz; Myrlie Evers-
Williams, NAACP Bo.ard 
Chair; Brig. General Irene 
Trowel!-Harris, Air National 
Guard; Rev. Willie Barrow; 
Bev. Smith of BET's "Our 
Voices"; Hon. Lois DeBerry, 
Speaker ProTempore Tenn 
Friends Reunite After Thirty-Four Years 
Longtime friends meet after 34-years of not seeing or hearing from each other. Hardy L Brown, Co-
Publisher of Riverside Black Voice News, greets Jean Jones-Matthews and her husband Leon Matthews 
from Pontiac, Michigan. Jean, now a Chapter I Resource Teacher at Abraham Uncoln, Jr. High School, last 
saw Hardy when they lived In North Carolina. Jean Is from New Bern, NC and Hardy from Trenton, NC. 
They spent many hours reminiscing about their past and how their parents have helped contribute to their 
success. Leon Is Assistant Director of UAW Region I, which Is the largeat region of organized United Auto 
Workers. The Matthews were attending their annual national conference held at the Anaheim Convention 
Center. Leon says what ever you do buy American to keep Americans working. pho10 by chery1 e,own 
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11th Annu I 
Coors Bill 
July 15th, 1:30 p.m. & 7:30 p.m. & 
July 16th, 3:30 p.m. (Black Voice Day) 
9,et~ttdeuat: 
15K.31fl. ~euetuee, Se:ue ~~ 
359'5 "Jlt,aui St. #201,~~. 
(909) KK9-0506/6K2-607tJ 
House of Rep; Hon. William E. 
Leftwich Ill, Deputy Asst. Sec. 
of Defense;California Senator 
Diane Watson; Entertainers 
Melba Moore and Dionne War-
wick; Lt. Gen. Edward D . 
B~ca, Chief, Nate Guard 
Bureau, Wash ,D C; Hon. 
Shirley Wilcher, U. S. Dept of 
Labor; Governor Mike Lowry, 
State of Washington; and Hon. 
Gary Locke, King County 
Executive, Seattle, WA and 
many more (Pictured Above). 
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Established in January of 1972 
The Black Voice News is a weekly published on Thursday by Hardy Brown and 
Auociatca, P.O. Box 1581, Riverside, California 92502. We may be reached in 
Riverside at (909) 682-6070. 3585 Main Street, Suite 201, Riverside. 92501 and in 
San Bcmardino at (909) 889-0506, 1583 West Baseline, San Bernardino, CA 
92411. 
1bc Black Voice News sells .25¢ per copy. Subscription rate is $35.00 per 
year. Out of state subscription is $45.00 per year. 
Adjudicated, a legal newspaper of gcncnl circulation on July 8, 1974 Case 
Number 108890 by the Superior Court of Rivccside County. 
The objective of The Black Voice News is to communicate information to all 
members of the Inland EmpiJe. 
Stories publishcd'in The Blade Voice News do not necessarily reflect the pol.i• 
cic• nor the opinions of the publishers. The Black Voice News is audited by the 
Certification Verification Publications Service (CVPS). We have ovc:r 35.000 rcad-
cn per wcck. 
The Black Voice News is also a member of the West Coast Black Publishers 
AalOCiation and the National Newspaper Publishcn Association (NNPA). We 
rcacrve the right to edit or rewrite all stories submitted for publication. 
CREDO OF THE BLACK PRESS 
The Black Preas believes that America can best lead the world away from racial 
and national antagonisms when it accords to every pcrson. regardless of race. color 
or creed. full human and legal righta. Hating no person, fearing no person, lhe 
Black Press strives to help every person in the finn belief that all arc hurt as long as 
anyone is held baclc. 
STAFF 
Publlshers .............................................................. .............. Hardy & Cheryl Brown-
Editor .................................................................................................. Cheryl Brown 
Assistant Editor ........... ................................................................. Shawndi Johhson 
Admlnlstratlve Asststant ...................................................... Paulenc Brown-Hinds 
Admlnlstratlve Secretary .............................................................. Cydni Lattimore 
Layout ............................................................................................ LaKcith aayvon 
Book Review Edltor .............................................................. Paulettc Brown-Hinds 
Feature Edltor ............................. ................................................... Hardy Brown. I• 
Assistant Editor Children's Features .............................................. Regina Brown 
Sports Editor .................................................................................. Leland Stein, III 
DlstrlbuUon ................. ........................... Rickc:rby Brown-Hinds, LaKeith Qayvon 
Writers .............................. Alicia Lee. Megan Carter, Rena Police. Stantqn Weeks 
Photoeraphers ............................. SamJamcs. Willie Bellamy, Gary Montgomery, 
Gary Johnson, Hasan Ali, & Paul Alvarez 
AdYertlsers should contact Cheryl Brown In Riverside (909) 682·6070 or In San Bernardino 
(909) 889-0506. 
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CHRI TMAS IN JULY fiB 
SPECTACULAR TOY SALE 
Fdday, June 30 - Monday, July 3 
30% OFF ALL TOYS 
50% OFF Green Tag TOYS 
V1Sta Laundry Soap Powder .95 
Manager's Specials ... Great Discounts Daily 
Shop& Save 
Gt;>odwill Your Value Store 
8120 Palm Lane 
· (1 Block E. of Waterman off 3rd Street) 
Hours: M-S 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. I Sun 12 - 5 p.m. 
SAN 
BERNARDINO 
MITSUBISHI 
645 Auto 
Center Dr. 
San Bernardino, 
CA 92408 
Purchasing a vehicle should be a pleasant and special occa-
sion. Come and experience what thousands have already 
done at San Bernardino Mitsubishi. 
\, 
Visit me at your award winning San Bernardino 
Mitsubishi dealership, 
I will assist you in choosing from a wide variety of new 
and previously owned cars or trucks. 
Bad Credit • Bankruptcy 
Repos • Charge Off's 
See me ... 
Professionally trained sales consultant 
Ask for Cleveland McNary 
at 
(909) 884-7700 
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Business Directory 
The Black Voice News 
A Perfect Touch 
Full Services Salon 
Specializing in all Phases of Hair 
Open 7 days a week 
10452 Magnolia Avenue Riverside 
(909) 352-9705 or (909) 352-9706 
Barber cut, Hair Styles, Weaves, Braids & 
Precision Cuts. Free cellophane with relaxer w/ad 
Barber/hairstylist booths available 
Rental or Commission Far~ Con~er- Owner , .. 
-
. - -~ Don't Have A 
~ - :• ·-1\~ Church! Why 
. . Go To Vegas? 
Remodeled, hmoncal, decorated chapel & reception halls. 
Includes minis ter, coordinator, organist & water fountains. 
License also available here. Holds 2-300 guests. 
BASIC WEDDING $90.00 
Semi-Formal $125 .00 Formal $250.00 
Reception Hall for Dancing & Dining $250.00 
VICTORY CHAPEL 
(909) 884-6105 
©IB[;l])Ifil rPlli®IB~~ 
offiIM\n. l:PI&@~ olliil£rr, ~lll0 
Pre•Approved Auto Loans 
Even if you've had ... 
•Bankruptcy? •Repossession? •New on the job? •Judgements? 
•Divol'0C7 -COiiection accounts? -Slow Credit? •No Cn:dit7 • 2nd 
Clianc:e Buyer? oQiargc.-Offs? •Tax Liens? •Foreclosure? •New lo 
aru7 •Fint Tune Buyer? --ALL OKI 
For Appointment Ask For RAY DALTON: SPECIAL FINANCE 
cc~»~ 
--~ ~ ~ ~ ll,To,.~ 
HAIR INTERNATIONAL 
DISCOUNT TIRE CENTERS 
OVER 100 STORES TO SERVE YOU 
TIRES BRAKES SHOCKS ALIGNMENT · 
BRIDGESTONE STAR MICHELIN DUNWP 
BFGoodrich FIRESTONE 
UNIROYAL GABRIEL SHOCKS RIVERSIDEH 
4150 MARKET ST. 
(909) 27S-0795 
-~~ •e· · · FOR THE BEST IN 
I K~~ TRAVEL PLANS 
M~SS 
23741 G. SunnyMead Blvd. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92388 
(909) 242-3414 
GOSPEL REPERTOIRE 
WORKSHOP 
Do you need a church musician? Do you 
need a revival? Lessons - private and 
group for concerts and musicals call the 
Gospel Repertoire Workshop at: 
(909) 824-9015 
,-----------, I -Hair Stylist- I 
W.A NT ED L---------..1 Take advantage of having !he 
opponunity io wort al one of !he 
most exclusive Hair Salons in the 
Inland F.rnpire 
(909) 384-1418 
c]M 
Barber, Beauty Salon & Supplies 
244 N. "E" Street (Downtown San Bernardino) 
'(909) 684-0484 M-F: 9 to 6 p.m • 
Sat. 9-3 p.m 
Lee's Shoe Repairs 
5225 Canyon Crest Dr. No. 79 
Riverside, CA 
Golf Bag - Luggate Repair 
And Shoeshine Parlor 
Law Offices Of 
AUDREY G. OWENS 
Attorney At Law 
(909) 931-4756 
18 Years Experience 
Auto Accidents - Personal Inquiries - Slip And 
Falls - WIiis & Trusts 
.. 818 N. Mountain, #203, Upland, CA 91786 
Words 
Unlimited 
Business Letters, 
Mailing Lists ' 
Proposals 
Legal/Brochures 
Presentations 
Transcription, etc ... 
Thursday, June 29, 1995 
•Accident/ 
Personal Injury 
•Criminal Defense 
•Bankruptcy 
•Divorce 
•Police Abuse 
•Employment & 
Housing 
ATTORNEY 
JOE C. HOPKINS 
(818) 398-1194 
YALC DESIGNS 
African Fashions 
1385 Blaine i6 
Riverside, CA 
92507 
(909)682-4942 
Phone/Fax 
The Roots of Africa 
Specializing in 
• African Artifacts* 
•Jewelry• Baskets• Oils 
Stephanie Andrews 
(909) 381-3382 
320 N. •E· Street, #100C 
San Bernardino, CA 92401 
TRI-STAR Crescent City 
Able Plumbing 
& Rooter 
Family Dental Centre 
*** General Dentistry Dental Lab On Premises 
Sarni Day Repair 
Most Insurance Accepted 
• Children 
Seniors 
*** 
5250 Arlington Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92504 
Hours: Monday - Thursday, 
11:00 a .m. - 9:00 p.m. 
Friday: 11:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m. 
COMMERCIAL • RESIDENTIAL • MOBILE HOMES 
Serving the Inland Empire 106 North Eucalyptus, Rialto, CA 
Saturday: 4:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m. 
(909) 351-6934 (Comer of Rialto Ave.) 
Mon - Fri 8:00 - 5:00 
Sat - 9:00 - 3:30 
24 Hour Service 
State License #599514 
(800) 225-3010 
(909) 820-2888 
(909) 875-1299 
Call For Your Appointment 
HOURS: M, T, TH, F: 9 • 6P.M. / 
W: 10•7 P.M. / SAT: By appointment Dr. Robert Williams 
Banquet facilities available for any 
occasion. 
Brian Lewis 
~i.ol.~ m)It<ffel.l~J[k~ -w@R~~-: W-,J~,~Y,~ 
The Inland Empires Ne'IMS in Blac:k and ~•.t, ttJ t?i 
'Cirillie's ~mnrial <!Ilfapel 
''
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h Complete Funeral Services 0 Cremations 
· · - Burial Insurance 
Prearranged funer~ planning 
(909) 889-0081 
1587 Weet Buellne, San Bernardlno 
Darren ~- Polin, Sr. - Manager 
Jala Hair Products ~ 
Jala Limousine Service - Hair Weaving Rialto & Pepper 
Eaglelite Beauty Salon 
Cutting And Stylin 
6-SAM 
AND 
6-10 PM 
~2'~ BENNEIT . -_
LANDSCAPING · . 
YARD WORK , CLE ANIN G • 
LIGHT HAULING , ROT OTI LLING 
T REE T RIMMIN G, HAN D YMAN 
INSTALL SP R INKLER SYST EMS 
Ph 909-873-0677 
Jala Robertson 
President 
2824 Rialto Ave. James Bennett 21160 Gregg Rd. 
Perris, CA 92570 
Ri ve.rsu!t. Offia 
4129 Main St. 
Suite 200 
Rive.rsu!t, CA 92501 
(~9) 369-0272 
Rialto, CA 92376 (909) 657-9321 
Victorvi!(e. Offiu 
15402 W. ~t St. 
Suite 103 
Victorville., CA 92392 
(619) 241-0889 
Dowe., QuaiC & Barnes 
Att At La 
/\·h1'll1ll lltjlll\' . :\fcd1,,1I ,\ f lll p111Cl1Cl' • r Ida ,\ /111,,· / llll' . 551 • r111111(_r / ll \l'. , 111,11,,· • 
C11,t,1cly .\11/'/''' ' l • (:1111 1d 1,111411 p • C 11111rn11/ / ,1 11 • /l1,c11111111ntw11 
_j ud(J<' l' r,1 ·1, 111 • , \ 1/J1tr11t<1r • f ormer Deputy l l1>tnct A ttorney • Kc91stercd \:111.,,· 
"Sen-ing the Co111 1111111ity lfith Quality Care and Expert Senke ... 
23080 D-220 Alessandro Bini • _\lorcno \ :tlky. C:\ '(909) 656-4131 '" 
1e-,0-US-eS_.;_ ____ .;_ __ . __ $_2_0_0,. Nextto GarhcRose • • • • • • ••• '••••I 
I ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • I .,. and Don Jose I SPECIAL I 
1Laundry Shirts ..................... $1.00 I ~ -~ ~ i :DRAPERY', 
IPants $2 00 I ~ l><I a ~ I •••••••••••••••••••••••••--• .. ••••••• • I Alessandro I PER PI .. .EAT LINED I 
,suits ..•................................... $4.75 I I 79~ . 
iDresses ................................. $4.25 1 1 'r-Rl:::N~0t .. ~:.. : I l(SHk X-tra) I Mu51p,esen1 coupon w,10.r""'"'w,gordofs. I 
1 • .J I no1 valid w11h 01he1 olfers • - I 
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WORKSHOP: David Rosales will 
present a workshop on papel picado, 
traditional Mexican cut paper designs. 
and paper bag puppets. The work-
shop will be held from 4 to 5:30 p.m. 
at the South Ontario Branch Library, 
2403-D South Vineyard in Ontario. 
For information and reservations call 
(909) 988-8481 ext. 2255. 
CHAMBER MIXER: The Inland 
Empire African American Chamber of 
Commerce invites African American 
business owners and professionals to 
display their services and products at 
the chamber mixer sponsored by FHP 
Heallh Care. The mixer will be in the 
Main Street Courtyard on the comer 
of "E" Street and Court Street in San 
Bernardino from 5:30 p.m. until 7:30 
p .. m. This mixer is open to the pub-
lic. 
TRADE FAIR: The Inland Empire 
Purchasing Council (IEPC) will con-
duct its armual "Minority Business 
Opportunity Day" Trade Fair at the 
Ontario Airport Hilton Hotel, 700 
North Haven, Ontario. The day's 
activities begin at 8:00 a.m. and con-
tinue lDltil 12:30 p.m. For more infor-
mation call (213) 380-7114 or (714) 
750-1083. 
JUNE 30th 
POETRY CONTEST: The National 
Library of Poetry is sponsoring a free 
poetry contest. To enter send one 
poem to 11419 Cronridge Dr., P.O. 
Box 704-1984, Owings Mills, MD 
21117. Poems should be no more 
than 20 lines, and please include 
poet's name and address. Entries 
must be postmarked by June 30, 1995. 
RAP VIDEO: Come and be a part of 
the filming of the Ultimate Rap 
Video. DMP Productions will pro-
duce this television production. 
Register by 6/30/95. For more infor-
mation call (909) 924-1592. 
GALA DINNER: The Fontana 
Political Action Coalition will hold 
it's first annual gala dinner at 
Salvatore's Restaurant, 16689 Foothill 
Blvd. (at Juniper), Fontana. Happy 
hour will be from 5:30 to 6:30 p.m. 
and Dinner will be from 6:30 to 9:00 
p.m. There is a $50 donation per per-
son. 
JULY/st 
JAZZ SESSION: SJ.L.K.S Club 
presents "Congo" with the opening 
act ''Timberline" from 8:30 p.m. until 
l a.m. For further information call 
(909) 884-4667. 
JULY 2nd 
CONCERT: Margo Halsted, who 
was at UCR for a decade, will return 
for a concert at 5 p.m. to kick off 
UCR 's free summer music by the 
Tower series. For more information, 
call UCR's Cultural Events depart-
ment at (909) 787-4629. 
JULY 4th 
CELEBRATION: The City of San 
Bernardino and the Inland Empire 
Symphony A$sociation are sponsoring 
a Fourth of July Celebration at 
Seccombe Lake Park located at 547 
North Sierra Way in San Bernardino. 
The day's activities will begin at 2:00 
p.m. and end at 9:00 with a fireworks 
display. For additional information 
call the San Bernardino Parks and 
Recreation Department at (909) 384-
5031. 
Calendar 
JAZZ SESSION: SJ.L.K.S Club 
presents Joe Casades Group from 8:30 
p.m. until 1 a.m. For further informa-
tion call (909) 884-4667. 
SINGLE DANCING: For Singles 
Only will have a "Crazy T-Shirt" 
dance party at the Red Lion Inn, 222 
N. Vineyard, Ontario. For further 
information call (909) 825-5815. 
OPERA: Performance/Riverside 
opens its final show in the Riverside 
Civic Light Opera series A Chorus 
Line. Performances will be on July 
7,8,14, & 15 at 8 p.m. and July 9, 15 
& 16 at 2 p.m. For more information 
call (909) 222-8100. 
ART SUBMISSIONS DEADLINE: 
B Graphics Gallery is having an art 
competition. Artists, dancers, poets, 
rappers, actors, singers, and all other 
creative art forms will be accepted. 
PageA-5 
Different 
Worlds 
The relationship 
between John smith 
and Pocahontas, indi-
viduals from different 
cultures, forms the 
basis of "The Spirit of 
Pocahontas" a live 
stage show at 
Disneyland inspired 
by Walt Disney 
Picture's newest ani-
mated feature. "The 
Spirit of Pocahontas" 
is presented five times 
dally throughout the 
summer at 
Fantasyland Theatre 
(formerly Videopolis) 
In Fantasyland 
Prizes will be awarded for 1st, 2nd, 
Best of Show, and Honorable 
Mention. All student works 
Submitted will be accepted. For more 
information call (909) 697-4754. 
JULY 8th 
JAZZ SESSION: SJ.L.K.S Club 
presents "Congo" with the opening 
act "Ingrids Ball" from 8:30 p.m. until 
1 a.m. For further information call 
(909) 884-4667. 
JULYJJth 
CREDIT WORKSHOP: Learn how 
your credit history can motivate your 
banker to say "Yes"! The U.S. Small 
Business Administration will present a 
workshop on "Understanding Your 
Credit Reports." The program will be 
held form 8:30 a.m. to 10:30 a.m. at 
the Orange County SBDC, 901 East 
Santa Ana Blvd in Santa Ana. For 
additional information call (714) 647-
1172. 
CONFERENCE FOR SMALL 
BUSINESS OWNERS: The Service 
Corps of Retired Executives 
Association will have a workshop 
entitled "How to succeed in a home-
based business" from 12:30 p.m. to 
3:00 p.m. at the National University, 8 
Executive Circle, Irvine. For addi-
tional information call (714) 550-
7369. 
BUSINESS SEMINAR: Questions 
on how to start and operate a success-
ful business will be answered at a 
seminar beginning at 8:30 a.m. until 
4:00 p.m. at the County of San 
Bernardino General Services 
Building, 777 East Rialto Avenue, 
First Floor, Conference Room B, San 
Bernardino. For further information 
or to register call (909) 386-8278. 
MEETING: The San Bernardino 
City Unified-School District will have 
a special meeting to discuss normal 
business at 5:30 p.m. in the 
CornmlDlity Room of the Board of 
Education Building, 777 North f 
Street, San Bernardino. 
JULY /4th 
JAZZ SESSION: SJ.L.K.S Club 
presents George Flores from 8:30 
p.m. lDltil 1 a.m. For further infonna-
tion call (909) 884-4667. 
SINGLE DANCING: For Singles 
Only will have a dance party at 
,MO\mtain Meadows Co\Dltry Club, 
1875 Fairplex Drive, Pomona. For 
further information call (909) 825-
5815. 
ART EXHIBmON: B Graphics 
Gallery is hosting and "all comers" art 
competition and exhibition at the new 
gallery at Towngate Plaza. For more 
infonnation call (909) 697-4754. 
BREAKFAST MEETING: The 
Coachella Valley Chapter of 
CommlDlity Associations Institute will 
hold its monthly breakfast meeting at 
Mission Hills ColDltry Club/Dining 
Room #3 in Rancho Mirage. The pro-
gram will begin at 7:30 am. 
Reservations may be made by calling 
Terry O'Brien at (619) 340-1515. 
JULY/5th 
HUNTER SAFETY COURSE: Now 
novice sportsmen can obtain their 
hunter safety certificate in a one-day, 
10 hour course at Mike Raahauge's 
Shooting Enterprise, 5800 Bluff St., 
Norco, CA 91760. Check-in time is 
6:30 a.m. Further information is avail-
Thursday, June 29, 1995 
able by calling (800) 773-4868. 
PICNIC/FAIR: The National Council 
of Negro Women and Alpha Kappa 
Alpha presents the Third Annual 
Smokefree Black Family Reunion 
Picnic and Health Fair at the Rialto 
City Park on Riverside Avenue. The 
picnic/fair is from 12:00 noon lDltil 
5:00p.m. 
JULY/8th 
LOAN SEMINAR: Area businesses 
can learn about new U.S. Small 
Business Administration loan pro-
grams at th Inland Empire Small 
Business Development Center in 
Riverside. The program is scheduled 
from 8:30 a.m. to 10:30 a.m. at 2002 
Iowa Avenue, Suite 110. Pre-
Registration is recommended by call-
ing (909) 781-2345. 
CONFERENCE FOR SMALL 
BUSINESS OWNERS: The Service 
Corps of Retired Executives 
Association will have a workshop 
entitled "Business plan: Roadmap to 
success" from 12:30 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. 
at the National University, 8 
Executive Circle, Irvine. For addi-
tional information call (714) 550-
7369. 
JULY 21st 
SINGLE DANCING: For Singles 
Only will have a dance party at the 
Red Lion Inn, 222 N. Vineyard, 
Ontario. For further information call 
(909) 825-5815. 
JULY 25th 
CONFERENCE FOR SMALL 
BUSINESS OWNERS: The Service 
Corps of Retired Executives 
Association will have a workshop 
entitled "Getting a banker to say yes" 
from 12:30 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. at the 
National University, 8 Executive 
Circle, Irvine. For additional infor-
mation call (714) 550-7369. 
JULY 28th 
SINGLE DANCING: For Singles 
Only will have a dance party at the 
Shilo Hilltop, Temple Avenue and the 
57 frwy, Pomona For further infor-
mation call (909) 825-5815. 
GOSPEL VIDEO: Talented msuci-
cians, singers, choirs are needed for 
video production we are forming a 
mass choir for video, radio and t.v. 
For more information, call (909) 924-
99566. 
B GRAPHICS GALLERY----. 
& 
CUSTO,M FRAMING 
presents 
A CELEBRATION OF THE 
ARTS: GRAND OPEJYIJYG 
FRIDAY - JOLY 7, 1995 
6:00 P.M. - 9:00 P.M. 
SATURDAY - JOLY 8, 1995 
6:00 P.M. - 10:00 P.M. 
PRINT SIGNING RECEPTION 
B GRAPHICS GALLERY 
TOWNGATE PLAZA 
B GRAPHICS GALLERY 
CACTGS PLAZA 
Ms. Honeywood was born and still resides in Los Angeles. Frequent 
trips during her childhood to the family homes in Mississippi and 
Louisiana gave her a sense of tradition that in years to come would spark 
her imagination and strike a chord of recognition in all who view her 
works. 
Varnette graduated from Spelman College in Atlanta, Georgia as an 
Art Major, during the racial turbulence of the sixties. It was during this 
period that Ms. Honeywood learned that , "the experiences and ideas of a 
people could be given visual form in art". After graduating from 
Spelman, she joined Teacher Corps-Urban at the University of Southern 
California, earning a Masters Degree in Education. She became Director 
of Art Programs for the Joint Education Project at USC and began 
exhibiting her works both locally and nationally. The art of Varnette 
Honeywood is included in public and private collections across the 
country, including Golden State Mutual Life Insurance Company in Los 
Angeles, North Carolina AT&T State University and the private 
collection of Bill & Camille Cosby. 
B GRAPHICS GALLERY & CUSTOM FRAMING 
Cactus Plaza • 14420 Elsworth - Suite 109 - Moreno Valle CA 92552 • 909 697-4754 
Towngate Plaza - 12625 Frederick - Suites 1-8 & 1-9, Moreno Valley, CA 92553 - (909) 697-4752. 
Religion 
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Evergreen Singers The Area's Best Kept Secret Sunday School Morning Worship Sunday Worship 
9:30a.m. 
11:00 a.m. 
11:00a.m. 
7547 Emerald Street 
Riverside, CA 92504 
(900) 688-7872 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship Versatility, profes-sionalism, and excitement are words heard after 
the presentation of the 
Evergreen Singers directed by 
Sylvia Cichocki. 
The concert entitled "Gifts 
We Share" featured a variety of 
music, from Negro spirituals to 
classical as the 31 voices 
blended perfectly. 
The music prompted the 
local daily newspaper The Sun, 
to call them one of the area's 
best kept secrets. They credit-
ed the conductor, Cichocki and 
the singers, whose voices are 
rich and vibrant. 
Beginning with Ave Maria 
and Be Still and Know That I 
Am God, to Steal Away. The 
music was wonderful, as they 
brought the concert to a close, 
Hallelujah Chorus from the 
Mount of Olives, by 
Beethoven. 
The accompanists were Ali-
cia Richards and Danny Bur-
gin. The singers are: Sopranos 
Mary Anderson, Dr. Robin 
Balthrope, Charlotte Black, 
Insa Doswell, Carol Hender-
son, Carmen Ivory, Patricia 
Johnson, Elinor Ritchie, Cora 
Smith, Joyce Smith, Berlyn 
Stevens; Tenors: Danny Burgin, 
Robert Coleman, Sr., Don 
Johnson, Paralee Knight, Dr. 
Horace Stevens; Altos Muriel 
Barkus, Lois Carson, Peggy 
Howard, Sabriya Lester, JoAnn 
parker, Theodosia Peacock. Jda 
N. Roberson, Madelyn Sey-
mour, Bass Charles Carruthers, 
Leval Crosby, Max Dunner, ' 
John Hobbs, Alvin Johnson, 
Robert Walker, and Paul Wil-
First Baptist Church 
Rev. Marvin L. Brown 
277 E. Fifth Street 
Perris, CA 92370 
(See ad for services) 
Seventh Day Adventist 
Perris Seventh Day Adventist 
Dr. George King 
5th Street SDA 
300 E. 5th Street 
Perris, CA 92370 
(909) 657-2798 
Saturday Service 
Sabbath School 
Morning Worship 
Adventist 
Youth Program 
REDLANDS 
Baptist 
9:30a.m. 
11:00a.m. 
4:00p.m. 
Community Missionary Baptist 
939 Clay 
Redlands, CA 92374 
(909) 793-2380 
Second Baptist , Redlands 
Rev. A. Green 
420 East Stuart Ave. 
. Redlands, CA 92374 
(900)793-1074 
Sunday Worship 
Church School 9: 15 a.m. 
Canaan Baptist Church 
Leonard C. Coes, Pastor 
9:30 a.m. 
11:00 a.m. 1 ~ 
2900 Adams Street, Suite B-15 
Riverside, CA 94504 
(900)353-1010 
Sunday Bible Study 
Sunday Worship 
Sunday Training 
Tuesday Church 
Workers Meeting 
Prayer & Bible 
Srudy Meetings 
Wednesday 
Friendship Missionary 
Baptist Church 
9:15 a.m. 
11:00 a.m. 
6:00p.m. 
7:00p.m. 
7:00p.m. 
Pastor Leon Thompson 
Services at Calvary Arrowhead 
Mission Center 
3626 Monroe Street 
Weekly Schedule 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
Monday Mission 
Wed. Bible Study 
Sat Choir Rehearsal 
9:30 a.m. 
11:00a.m. 
7:00p.m. 
7:00p.m. 
l:30p.m. 
Koinonia Community Church 
Carl M. Legardy, Pastor 
3361 Chicago Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(900) 686-7915 
ORDER OF SERVICES The Evergreen Singers L------------=======~----------------- ---------- Morning Worship 10:30 a.m. Bible Institute 
Morning Worship 
Weekly bible Study 
9:30a.m. 
10:45 p.m. 
FONTANA 
Methodist 
Bethel AME 
Morris A. Buchanan, Pastor 
1626 Baseline Ave. 
Fontana, CA 92335 
(909) 350-9401 
Baptist 
Community Baptist Church 
"Come Let Us Reason Together" 
15854 Carter St., Fontana, CA 
(909) 350-9646 
9:30a.m. 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
B.T.U. 
11:00a.m. 
5:00p.m. 
Prayer and Bible 
Study Wed. 
Ephesian New Testament 
Rev. Emory James, Pastor 
16286 Foothilll Blvd. 
7:00p.m. 
. BETHEL A.M.E CHURCH 
16262 Baseline Ave. 
Fontana, CA 92335 
(909)350-9401 
SUNDAY SERVICES 
Morning Service 
Sunday School 
Sunday Service 
Women In Prayer 
8:00a.m. 
9:45 a.m. 
10:45 a.m. 
After Sunday Serive 
Prayer Meeting 
Wednesday 
Bible Study 
Wednesday 
16888 Baseline Ave. 
Fontana, CA 92336 
(909)899-0777 
7:00p.m. 
7:30p.m. 
SUNDAY WORSHIP 
LOCATION: 
Etiwanda High School 
13500 Victoria Ave. 
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 
SERVICE TIMES: 
Shekinah - Glory In The 
Morning 7:30 a.m. 
Loveland Primtime 9:15 a.m. 
TABERNACLE 
CHURCH 
1168 N. Waterman Ave. 
San Bernardino 
-Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
-Sunday Worship 11:op a.m. 
· -Tuesday-Usher Meeting 7:00 p.m. 
-Tuesday Teen Meeting 7:30 p.m. 
-2nd and 4th Tuesday 
· Laymen's Meeting 7:30 p.m. 
. -Wednesday Prayer 
Meeting & Bible Class 7:30p.m. 
-Thursday-Choir 
Fontana, CA 
(900) 823-3400 
KPRO l570AM 
Seventh Day Adventist 
Fontana Juniper Ave. SDA 
7347 Juniper Ave. 
Ivan Williams, Pastor 
Fontana, Ca 
(900) 822-4349 
Non Denominational 
Loveland 
Chuck Singleton, Senior Pastor 
16888 Baseline Avenue 
Fontana, CA 92336 
(900) 899-0777 
(see ad for services) 
GRAND TERRACE 
Church Glorious Christian 
Fellowship 
E. Orlando Dillion, Sr. Pastor 
Rev. Morris Buchanan 
Chuck Singleton, Pastor 
CHARISMATA 
"Body Life" 11:00 a.m. 
Rev. Roy Harris, Sr. 
Rehearsal 7:30 p.m. 
-Friday-Prayer Meeting 7:30 p.m. 
Saturday-Bible Class 11:00 p.m. 
-1st and 3rd Saturday 
Youth Meeting 4:00 p.m. 
11750 Mt. Vernon Ave. 
Grand Terrace, CA 92324 
(900)423-3035 
Sunday Morning Worship 10 a.m. 
PERRIS 
Methodist 
Perris Valley 
United Methodist Church 
E. G. Hawthorne 
Masonic Lodge 
(909) 485-2770 
Reverend James Franklin 
Weekly Services: 
Sunday Service: 10:30 a.m. 
Wednesday Night: 7:00 p.m. 
Come & See Baptist Church 
24528 Sunnymead Blvd. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
(909) 486-4864 
Dr. E. Jones 
RIALTO 
Seventh Day Adventist 
Valley, Fellowship SDA 
275 E. Grove St. Ave 
Rialto, CA 92376 
Timothy Nix.ton, Pastor 
(909) 874-5851 
RIVERSIDE 
Tuesday: 7:00 p.m. 
Women's Fellowship 1st & 3rd 
Thursday 7:00 p.m. 
Spiritual Growth Church Of God 
In Christ 
YWCA 8172 Magnolia Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92504 
99()<)) 352-21()<) 
Elder David C. Richardson, Pastor 
21400 Johnson Ave. 
Mead Valley, CA 
Methodist School of Wisdom 9:30 a.m. All Ch I 
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. en ape AME Church Sunday School: 9:30 a.m. 
Church School: 10 am 
Worship Service: 11 am 
4000 Locust Bible Study: Wednesday 7:45 p.m . 'd C 9 R1vers1 e, A 2501 
Morning Worship: I 1:00 a.m. 
MORENO VALLEY 
New Covenant Bible Church 
P.O. Box 8831 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
(Currently meeting at Clover 
Dale Elementary School, 12050 
Kitching SL, Comer of Ironwood 
and Kitching) 
PERRIS 
Baptist 
New Hope Baptist 
Rev. Montgomery, Pastor 
19320 Spaulding 
Perris, CA 92370 
(909) 780-7110 
Sunday Services 
AMOS TEMPLE 
2719 11th St. 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909)683-1567 
Wo r ship Service 
Mo rn ing Worship- 10:00a.m. 
Prayer and Bible Study 
We dn esday- 6:30 p.m. 
Pastor Raymond F. 
Williams 
First Baptist Church 
288 E. Fifth Street 
P.O. Box 1399 
Perris, CA 92370 
Phone: (909) 657-3767 
WEEKLY SERVICES 
Sunday 
Early Morning Worship• 7:45 am 
Morning Worship- 10:45 am 
Bible Study & Choir Practice -6 pm 
Tuesday 
Theology Class -12 noon 
Mission • 1 :30 pm 
Wednesday 
Prayer Praise - 7 pm 
NEW JOY 
BAPTIST CHURCH 
Service held at: 
Kansas Avenue S.D.A. Church 
4491 Kansas Ave. 
Riverside, CA 
Worship Services 
Sunday: 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
Evening Worship 
Tuesday: 
9:15 a.m. 
10:15 a.m. 
6:00 p.m. 
~ 
Rev. Marvin L. Brown 
Prayer Meeting and Bible 
Study 7:00 p.m. Rev. Paul S. Munford,M. Div. 
"Everyone Is Welcome" 
(909) 686-9406 
Amos Temple CME 
2719 11th Street 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(See ad for services) 
Seventh Day Adventist 
Kansas Ave. SDA Church 
Jesse Wilson, Pastor 
Baptist 
Antioch Missionary Baptist 
Pastor Phillip Scott 
4491 Kansas Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(900) 682-9810 
Saturday Service 
Song Service 
Sabbath School 
Church Service 
Adventist Youth 
SECOND BAPTIST CHURCH 
2911 Ninth Street 
P.O. Box 303 
Riverside, CA 92502 
(909) 684-7532 
Sunday Services 
Morning Worship 7:45 a.m. 
Sunday School 9:00 a.m. 
Mid-Morning Worship 10: 15 a.m. 
* Nursery Opened at 10: 15 a.m. * 
9:15 a.m. 
9:30 a.m. 
11:00a.m. 
Wednesday 
Prayer Services 
Bible Study 
7:00 p.m. 
7:45 p.m. 
T. Ellsworth Gantt II 
Pastor 
GRACE BETHEL BAPTIST 
CHURCH 
10250 Cypress 
Riverside, CA 92503 
(909) 352-1688 
Rev. Levonzo Gray, Sr., Pastor 
Order Of Services 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
Monday Evening Advanced Bible Study 
Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting 
ST. PAUL AFRICAN 
METHODIST EPISCOPAL 
CHURCH 
1355 W. 21st. Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
(909)887-1718 
Sunday Worship 
Services 8:00 a.m. 
11 a.m. 
9:30 a.m. 
11:00 am 
7:00 pm 
7:00 pm 
Sunday School 
Wednesday 
Bible Study 7:00p.m. 
Rev. Charles Brooks 
I \ 
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Quinn AME To Present The Poindexter Sisters !Black Owned Company Aims To Help Churches Raise Funds! 
The Music Department of Quinn AME Church is proud to present the 
Poindexter Sisters in concert, 
Saturday, July 1, at 7:00 p.m. 
Five dynamic young ladies 
who have ministered in music 
at various churches in the 
greater Los Angeles area will 
be making their Moreno Valley 
ebut in concert. 
The Poindexter sisters were 
born in Beckly, West Virginia. 
Parents Cecil and Margaret 
Poindexter attend Quinn AME 
Church in Moreno Valley. The 
sisters grew up in Second Bap-
tist Church in Beckly, and 
accepted the Lord and were 
baptized at the age of seven or 
eight. They have been singing 
together since early childhood. 
rec of the sisters are school 
teachers, one is a computer 
programmer, and another is a 
urse. 
The Poindexter sisters have 
ministered in music at various 
churches in the greater Los 
Angeles area, donating their 
talents to these churches, 
schools and most recently were 
seen in the Moreno Valley 
Christmas Parade. They are 
scheduled to appear at the 4th 
of July Parade. 
They will accompanied by 
Benjamin Briggs III, Drums; 
Patrick Briggs, Piano; and Otis 
Lisby; Keyboard. 
Everyone is invited to come 
out to a memorable evening of 
gospel traditional, and spiritual 
songs. 
Donations are $5.00. Quinn 
AME is located at 22920 
Alessandro Blvd., Moreno Val-
ley. 
For more information, call 
(909) 242-0800. 
Living Word 
Deliverance Center 
To Host Revival 
During the week of Wednes-
day June 29th through Friday, 
June 30th, Living Word Deliv-
erance will hold a revival at 
FAMILY CHRISTIAN 
FELLOWSHIP 
945 W. Foothill Blvd. 
(Between Cedar & Cactus) 
Rialto, CA 92376 
(909) 820-7673 
ORDER OF SERVICES 
Sunday Worship: 
Sunday School.. ........................ 9:30 a.m. .· . 
Mo~. Worship: ....................... u:oo a.m. Blsho Leon Martin . 
Evening Worship .................... 6:00 p.m. P 
Intercessory Prayer: Thursday ........................ 11:00 a.m. 
Daily .......................................... 9:00 a.m. Friday Youth Night ........ 7:00 p.m. 
Monday Evening .................... 7:00 p.m. Family Night 
Bible Study Thursday .......................... 7:00 p.m. 
Tuesday .................................... 11:00 a.m. 
QUINN AME 
CHURCH 
Rev. Frank Gray, Pastor 
22920 Allessandro Blvd. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92552 
(Allessandro & Frederick) 
(909) 653-5560 
Order Of Service 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
Bible Study 
Mt. Moriah Baptist 
Rev. Willie Chambers, Jr. 
18991 Marioposa St. 
Riverside, CA 92508 
(909) 780-2240 
Sunday Services 
Prayer of Consecration 
Sunday School 
Devotion & Worship 
BYPU (1st) 
Evening 
9:00a.m. 
9:30a.m. 
10:45 a.m. 
5:30p.m. 
6:00p.m. 
New Joy Baptist Church 
Kansas Avenue S.D.A. Church 
4491 Kansas Ave. 
Riverside, CA 
(see as for services) 
ark Avenue Baptist Church 
Rev. Campbell, Pastor 
1910 Pennsylvania Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(9()()) 684-8782 
Sunday Service 
Round Table Prayer 
Sunday school 
Morning Worship 
Baptist Training 
Evening Worship 
(Wednesday 
Teachers Meeting 
9:20 a.m. 
9:30a.m. 
10:SOa.m. 
6:00 p.m. 
6:00p.m. 
The Powerhouse COGIC 
Rev. McDowell 
2843 11th St. 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909)684-6923 
Worship Services 
Sunday School 
Morning Service 
Evening Service 
Tuesday Bible Study 
General Service 
Friday 
9:30 a.m. 
11:30a.m. 
6:30p.m. 
7:30p.m. 
7:30p.m. 
Church Of God In Christ 
Refreshing Spring Tempk 
2883 7th Street 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909) 784-08(5() 
Elder Bobby A. Davis, Pastor 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Morning Service 11:00 a.m. 
YPWW/Evening Service 
6:oon:OOp.m. 
Wednesday 7:30 p.m. 
Rev. Frank Gray 
9:30a.m. 
11:00 a.m. 
7:00 p.m. Wednesday 
Pentecostal 
Riversltk Faith Temple 
Revs. J. & B. Sims 
2355 Pennsylvania Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909)788-0170 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
Evening Worship 
9:30a.m. 
11:00a.m. 
6:30p.m. 
Non Denominational 
Riverside Christian Family 
Fellowship 
Arthur J. Forbes, Sr. 
Pastor 
1385 W. Blaine 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909) 684-9160 
Sunday Service 
Victory Celebration 10:00 a.m. 
Second Baptist Church 
2911 9th Street 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909) 684-7532 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 9:15 a.m. 
Devotional Services 10:15 a.m. 
Morning Worship 10:15 a.m. 
Service foi Praise 6:00 p .m. 
(Sunday Evening Workshop) 
Wednesday Bible Study 7:45 p.m. 
St. John Baptist 
Rev. C. James, Pastor 
2433 10th Street 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909) 784-0000 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
Evening Service 
RUBIDOUX 
9:30a.m. 
11:00a.m. 
6:00p.m. 
Bright Star Missionary Baptist 
Pastor K. Solomon Williams 
5306ODEL 
Rubidoux, CA 
Sunday Services 
Morning Worship 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
B.T.U.-
Evening Service 
8:00a.m. 
9:30 a.m. 
11:00a.m. 
5:30p.m. 
7:00p.m. 
Lighthouse Community 
Church, 16779 Arrow Blvd., 
Fontana, CA. Services will 
begin at 7:00 p.m. nightly. 
For more information, call 
(909) 356-1055. 
Life Is An lndlvldual 
Creation 
The Golden Avenue Church 
of Religious Science, Center 
for Positive Living, will be 
holding an exciting and infor-
mative workshop-Life Is An 
Individual Creation - on July 8, 
1995 from 9:00 a.m. - 4:00 
p.m. The morning will feature 
talks by Dr. Tom Costa, Minis-
ter of the Palm Desert Church 
of Religious Science; Rev. 
Meredith Gray, Minister of the 
Golden Avenue Church o 
Religious Science, Center for 
Positive Living; and Rev. 
Mary Louise Ruffner, Ministe 
of the community Church o 
Religious Science in Riverside. 
Registration is $35 ($45 at the 
door). For more information, 
call (909) 883-7171. 
The Simply Yours ~ompany is introduc-ing a new concept to local community 
churches, Stephen Martin and 
Albert Midgette owners of the 
company say they want to help 
churches raise funds to keep 
their minister's going. Martin 
said, the ideal came to them one 
day when they were talking to 
some of the area pastors about 
ways to utilize their churches 
for community activities and 
events. All of the pastors said 
they needed people power and 
most of all they needed money. 
The bottom line they said, is 
that they are just getting by 
keeping our doors open 
They've had to cut back on ser-
vices for those in need. Manin 
pointed out that they all have 
their roots in religion and the 
neighborhood church has been 
that root The church has taught 
about love, respect and caring 
about one another. That's why 
the Simply Yours Company 
wants to help by offering their 
fund-raising concept The 
The Ultimate in Gospel Music 
-
presents 
HIGHWAY To HEAVEN WITH 
REV. LEROI LACEY 
SUNDAY- FRIDAY AT 6 PM 
and 
INSPIRATIONS ACROSS AMERICA 
GOSPEL MUSIC COUNTDOWN 
THURSDAYS AT 9 PM 
call (909) 688-1570 for special advertising rates 
free program guide and bumper stickers 
Mt. Rubidoux SDA Church 
2625 Avalon St. 
Rubidoux, California 92509 
(909) 276-8374 
Cleveland Hobdy m, Sr. Pastor 
Saturday Services 
Song Service 9:15 a.m. 
Sabbath School 9:30 a.m. 
Church Service 11:00 a.m. 
Adventist Youth Service 5:00 a.m. 
SAN BERNARDINO 
Baptist 
Bethesda Missionary Baptist 
Church 
1356 N. Mt Vernon Ave. 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
Rev. Donald Osborne 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 
Worship Hour 
9:30a.m. 
11:00a.m. 
The Living Word Deliverance 
Center 
Pastors Harvey & llean Jones 
7480 Sterling 
San Bernardino, CA 92408 
(909) 884-8241 
Sunday School 9:45 a.m. 
Sunday Worship 11:30 a.m. 
Church of God In Christ 
Carter Memorial 
1606 W. 11th St 
San Bernardino, CA 
(909) 381-4475 
New Hope COGIC 
254 So. Mnt Vernon 
San Bernardino, CA 92410 
(909) 381-2662 
Elder, Lenton Lenoir, Pastor 
Sunday School: 9:45 am 
Morning Worship: 11 pm 
Evening Worship: 6 pm 
Pastor Teaching: 8 pm Tues. 
Evangelstic Worship: 8 pm Th 
Non Denominational 
Life Changing Ministries 
Dr. Reginald Woods 
5395 N. F' Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92407 
(909)882-3277 
Pentecostal Inc. 
Living Faith Full Gospel Church 
Rev. Joel Steward, Pastor 
Bioshop & Mrs. J.E. Stewart, 
Co-Pastors 
3153 N. Macy 
San Bernardino, CA 
(9()()) 887-1227 / 887-380') 
Schedule Of Services 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Sunday Morning Worship 11:00a.m. 
Sunday Night 
Evangelistic Service 7:00 p.m. 
Tuesday Prayer Service 7:00 p.m. 
Wednesday Youth Service 7:00 p.m. 
Thursday Bible Study 7:00 p.m. 
Friday Choir Rehearsal 8:00 p.m. 
. 
Macedonia Baptist Church 
Rev. C.A. Simpson 
2042 N. State St. 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
(9()()) 887-2138 
Sunday 
Sunday Worship 
Wednesday 
9:30a.m. 
10:45 a.m. 
Worship Service 7:30 p.m. 
Come Over To Macedonia And 
Help Us! - Acts 16:9 
Mt. Olive Baptist Church 
2110 Ogden St 
San Bernardino, CA 92405 
(9()()) 887 -4864 
Order of Service 
Sunday School 10 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11 a.m. 
Wednesday Bible 
Study 
Prayer Meeting 7 p.m. 
Mt. Rose Mission Baptist 
Church 
Pastor Rev. Clarence E. Harris 
1457 N. Mt. Vernon 
Sunday Service 
Morning Worship 
New Hope Baptist, S.B. 
Dr. LeMar Foster, Pastor 
1575 West 17th Street 
11:00a.m. 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
(9()()) 887-2526 Church 
Sunday Services 
Morning Worship 
Sunday School 
8:00a.m. 
9:30a.m. 
church can purchase products 
from the company at wholesale 
prices and distribute them to 
family, friends and church 
members. Martin said, they all 
purchase merchandise when 
they go shopping. Why not pur-
chase these products from your 
church. 
"Its a win-win situation," 
said Martin, "because people 
get the merchandise they need 
and give a donation to their 
neighborhood church. I think 
this fund-raising concept will 
bring church members together 
for a common cause." 
The Simply Yours Company 
considers itself a consumer 
friendly company. They are 
concerned about what 'con-
swners buy. Today more people 
are becoming aware of chemi-
cals and other harmful additives 
in products. That's why they 
decided to create products with 
natural based ingredients. Their 
health is their wealth and what 
Allen Chapel 
AME 
Church 
1062 S. Foisy St. 
San Bernardino 
(909) 884-2210 
Schedule of serJvces 
they use is what lhey are. 
Today when health-care is cost-
ly, many are going without 
because they can no longer 
afford it. 
'The Simply Yours Company 
is not just a make it fast and sell 
it quick company. When pro-
ducing products they take their 
time, they research and test ther 
products to make sure they are 
worthy for you and your family 
The comply presently has two 
products available for purchase. 
The Natural base Skin Moistur-
izer and Natural base Mouth-
wash. 
Its time to wake up , smell 
the coffee and buy more Black 
owned products. Here's a 
chance to make a better future 
for our community. Lets recycle 
our dollars. Our mono is "Want 
something ours-Buy Simply 
Yours." If your church or com-
munity group interested in our 
fund-rasing concept, call us at 
(909) 933-4244. 
Rev. William M. Jacks 
Sunday School .................................. 9:30 a.m. 
Sunday Worship .............................. 11 :00 a.m. 
Evening Worship ................................ 7:00 p.m. 
Wednesday Bible Study .................... 7:00 p.m. 
ALLEN CHAPEL AFRICAN 
METHODIST EPISCOPAL 
CHURCH 
4009 Locust 
(at Tenth Streets) 
Riverside, CA 92501 
(909) 686-9406 
SCHEDULE OF SERVICES 
Sunday Services 10:00 a.m. 
Sunday School 9:00 a.m. 
Wednesday Prayer & 
G 
Bible Study 7:00 p .m. 
Rev. Shermella Garrett-Egson, Pastor 
L - - -. . . . .. • ··-· 
CATHEDRAL 
OF PRAISE 
(Corner Of Cedar Ave. 
~ ~... ..... . -
& 14th St., Bloomington) .. 
Holding Services At Bloomington Life Center · 
(909) 820-3636 
Craig W. Johnson, Pastor 
SCHEDULE OF SERVICES Craig W. Johnson, Pastor 
Sunday Praise Service ...................................... 4:00 P.M. 
Tuesday Selah Service ...................................... 7:00 P.M. 
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. 
B.T.U. 5:30 p.m. 
Evening Service 7:00 p.m. 
Nursery Services Provided 
Baptist 
New Life Missionary Baptist 
Church 
Rev. Elijah S. Singletary, Pastor 
1322 N. Medical Center Dr. 
San Bernardino, CA 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 
Worship Service 
Children's Church 
Monday-
9:30a.m. 
11:00a.m. 
11:00a.m. 
Choir Rehearsal 7:00 p.m. 
Tuesday Youth & Adult Bible 
Study 6:30 p.m. 
1st & 3rd Wednesday 
Mission Meeting 6:00 p.m. 
Thursday Prayer & Praise 
Service 7:00 p.m. 
Radio Broadcast 
On KPRO 1570 AM Dial 
Saturday 1 :00-2:00 p.m. 
New Vision Foursquare Gospel 
-Church 
(Formerly Delman Heights) 
Pastors Jules Nelson, Ph.D and 
Lourdes Nelson 
"Heart of Revival Church" 
1890 W. 30th Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92405 
(909)887-3013 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Celebration Service 11:00 a.m. 
Evangelic Service 6:30 p.m. 
All day fasting and prayer 
Prayer Meeting 
Friday 
Tuesday 
7:30p.m. 
Temple Musionary Baptist Church 
Pastor Raymond Turner 
1583 Union Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
(909) 888-2038 
"Faith is the substance of things 
hoped for, the evidence of things 
not seen." 
(see ad for worship times) 
ONTARIO 
Olivet Institutional Baptist Church 
1235 E. Francis Street, Ste. J 
Ontario, CA 91761 
Pastor David Turner 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
9:30a.m. 
10:45 a.m. 
GRAND TERRACE 
Free-Way Missionary Baptist 
Church 
Rev. Alvin B. Hill, Pastor 
22545 Barton Road Ste. 111 
Grand Terrace CA 92313 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
Wed. Prayer Meeting 
Wed. Bible Study 
9:30a.m. 
11:00 a.m. 
7:00p.m. 
7:30p.m. 
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92VWPASSAT '94 VWPASSAT 
51;!99 $1~12J9 
'94 MERC COUGAR '94 MERC COUGAR 
-s11J!~0 $1~0 
'91UNC. TIC '94 FORD AEROSTAR 
$11.~?9 $1~_t2J9 
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'95 MERC COUGAR 
MSRP 118,655 
FWY DISC 
-1,500 
YOUR COST 
$1 ,155 
SER-604719 
'95 LINCOLN 
TOWNCAR EXC. 
MSRP 137,915 
FWY DISC - ~4,000 
FACTORYREB_A_TE _______ ~...,.1,.000~--
YOUR COST ~91_5 
SER-61 50 
'94 Lincoln Towncar 
SER-#758425-Previous Rental 
.. 
. :; 
(909) 
i 
I 
_ Thursday, June 29, 1995 . 
Lincoln 
Mercury 
Volkswagen 
'95 MERCURY MYSTIQUE 
MSRP 116,745 
FWY DISC ·-836 
YOUR COST ·s1,?,90~. 
SER~00750 
. . . : -·-- -· -- . 
'95 MERC VILLAGER 
MSRP 
FWY DISC 
'22,965 
1
-2,100 
YOUR COST ~20,865 
SER·J38115 
'95 LINCOLN 
MARKVIII 
MSRP 
FWY DISC 
534,950 
'·2,000 
YOUR COST 
$ . 
-.32;950 
SER-660196 
'94 FORD RANGER '94FORDRANGERXLT 
$1!J§J9 $12,999 
VlN-12655 
'94 MERC SABLE '94PROBESE 
$tW9 513,999 
uc;aHF.68'1 
'94 FORD T-BIRD 
51$229 
FORD E350 SUP CLUB '94 LINC.CONT. 
521999 
UC3HVV9'5- ~0USRENTAL 
522 900 
UC- 3JFM717 • ~OUS RENTAL 
. . ~ . 
1600 Camino Real, San Bernardino 
Lincoln • Mercury • Volkswagen 
889-3514 
FIRST TIME BUYERS 
WELCOME! WE MAY HAVE 
A PLAN THAT CAN GET 
YOUR CREDIT STARTED 
WITH A NEW CAR 
Tax rate baaed on 7 .5%. All pricea are plus tax, licenae, document fee, on approved credit. 
Subjeet to prior Kie. Sale prices not apply ti> lease,. __ _ 
_ .. Full Service, Parts & Body Shop 
Hours: Monday • Friday • 7:30 to 5:30 
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Too Quick, Too Determined, That's Angela Williams 
Williams earns berth 
on USA team headed 
for Junior Pan Am 
Games to be held in 
Santiago, Chile. 
By LELAND STEIN III 
BVN Sports Editor 
WALNUT - Too short, too 
young, hasn't run enough sprint 
races, in against a field that 
included college students 20 
and under, not enough experi-
ence. All these questions and 
more were the thoughts that 
rambled through the minds of 
all the track aficionados on 
hand for the United States 
Junior Track and Field Cham-
pionships at Mt. San Antonio 
College. 
Howard: 
In spite of an injury 
that cut short his 
high school career, 
Howard is up beat 
and ready for new 
challenges. 
~ By LELAND STEIN III 
r BVN Sports Editor 
MORENO VALLEY - High 
school is only the first steps on 
the ladder of life. You have to 
go through it to get to the next 
level. The next level is the tell-
all, where you either sink or 
swim as an athlete or student. 
In the case of Moreno Val-
ley Canyon Springs' wingback 
and sprinter, Bryan Howard, 
everyone who saw him fly 
through the California - and 
even United States - track and 
field competition, knew he was 
destine to float-on to greater 
heights. 
After winning the California 
Interscholastic Federation State 
title as a sophomore in the 100-
meters (10.50 seconds) and fin-
ishing second in the 200 ('93), 
as well as establishing a nation-
al record in the 60 at the 
Sunkist meet blazing a fast 
5.69, the sky appeared to be the 
limit for him. Lofty accom-
plishments indeed for a young-
ster. In fact, Howard became 
the first sophomore to win the 
State 100 title in over twenty 
years. 
Howard even came back at 
the star of his junior year and 
• showed that he is a all around 
athlete, helping his Cougars to 
the CIF Division II football 
title gaine - they lost to Irvine 
in the mud bowl. 
Howard proved he could 
transfer that sprinters speed 
into football glory, running for 
over 710 yards in only 61 car-
ries, while scoring 15 touch-
downs. He also blocked six 
punts. 
But as fate would have it, 
there are always dues to pay 
and obstacles to hurdle before 
we reach that ultimate golden 
, shore. Life has a way of testing 
our resolve and determination, 
as well as spirit. 
Before Bryan set sail on his 
track foray in '94, he first had 
to feel the pain of lost expecta-
tions and humbleness. 
In the '94 CIF State Meet, 
Howard was the favorite to 
defend his State title against 
eventual winner Pat Johnson of 
Redlands - they were rated No. 
1 and 2 in the nation at the 
time. But the long awaited bat-
tle never happened, Howard 
false started in the final and 
was tossed out the race. 
I was standing on the infieJd 
at the time and when Bryan 
' came off the field he fell in my 
arms and cried tears of pain and 
frustration. He came back and 
finished second in the 200 later 
in the meet to Johnson, but it 
was clear his concentration had 
been broken, as he had run a 
What everyone in the stands 
and on the field found out was: 
Angela Williams, 15, a fresh-
man at Chino High is just too 
quick. 
In winning the 100-meter in 
an eye-popping 11.24 seconds, 
Williams proved she is too 
quick, too fast, too determined, 
too well coached, and too good 
to be denied. 
Not concerned about her 
age or size (5-foot), Williams, 
lets her feet and work ethic do 
the talking for her, as a result 
she's not entirely surprised by 
what's happening for her. 
"I've been working hard to 
get here," Williams said. "I've 
noticed that I started doing big 
things in track at a young age, 
and this year has been no dif-
ferent. I must admit its been 
happening at such a young age 
though. 
"At the Arcadia National 
championships I had the fastest 
time in the nation ( 400). Then, 
I won State Title (400 again) 
and now this." 
Added Ernie Gregoire, who 
is one of her coaches and has 
coached numerous world class 
athletes, including long jumper 
Larry Myricks: "I knew she 
could run fast, but not how fast. 
We went in with the expressed 
thought that we were going to 
get what we could, but she just 
keeps qn going farther." 
Williams time was the fourth 
fastest ever run by a high 
school girl. It destroyed the pre-
vious national freshman record 
of 11.60 set in 1976 by Brenda 
Wilson of San Bernardino's 
San Gorgonio High School. 
Her wonderful effort earned her 
a place in the Junior Pan Am 
Games Sept. 1-3 in Santiago, 
Chile. 
Angela says although she 
won the 400 in the State Meet, 
she "likes the 100 best, because 
it is shorter." 
So, how did her coaches get 
her to run the 400 without a 
fight? 
"After she got injured earli-
er in the year, we knew the 400 
would be the best for her," said 
her father, Johnny Williams. 
"She is really easy to work with 
and jumped right in there with-
out any problems. She contin-
ued to practice hard and moved 
even farther than I expected . . . 
but, she is a competitor." 
Concurred Gregoire: "I kept 
her out the 100 and 200 to 
build her strength." 
Chimed in Angela: "Every 
should do. I know he was try-
ing to motivate me and make 
me strong." 
Howard say the lessons 
learned in track and field will 
"serve him well in in college." 
Things like "staying focused 
and not letting things get you 
down" when they don't go as 
you expec~ them, but you pick 
yourself up and comeback even 
' harder. 
Bryan says he is looking 
forward to college - USC and 
UCLA are the front runners 
now. His goal is to win a 
NCAA title and graduate from 
college. He also notes that if 
track doesn't pan out at the 
level he wishes, he will play 
footaall. 
It's been fun Bryan, see ya 
around! 
time they tell me to run a 
longer race I get into trouble, 
because I end up doing well. I 
must admit the 400 has helped 
me run through the tape in the 
100. I use to lean hard at the 
finish, now I seem to have the 
strength to run through the 
tape." 
Angela 's mother, Pam 
Williams, knows her daughter 
has a special something, say-
; 
~;:~w~;;•·'.*::::•.s.:-»::~~~».~~~-.:.::~:,.::~>:-&::~~-::t~~:x ~ 
ing: "She has God given talent. 
She has a high volume of faith 
and determination to go. with it, 
too. Plus, everything we talk 
about in the household is posi-
tive. Most important is she is a 
honor student." 
Angela Williams has 
answered all the questions 
about her running, and the 
answer is simply, too good! 
I i ff :iii .I~ 
ON THE MOVE: Angela Williams is headed to Santiago, 
Chile, to compete in the Junior Pan Am Games after winning 
the 100-meter at the U.S. Junior Nationals at Mt. Sac. 
l'VE HAD A GOOD RUN: Bryan Howard has won the State 
100- meter title, as well as three consecutive CIF Division II 
100 titles. Photo by Sam Ja,,....BVN 
fl ,.-L ,',t,JJ,111#~ 11Jf1f1!11 c~10YuM 
"{ ~ ~~ llNCf national best of 20. 7 prior to that race. 
Instead of drowning himself 
in self pity, he took ownership 
of his mistake and became even 
more determined to succeed. 
Bryan, ready more than ever 
to follow the training routine of 
his father and coach, Harold 
Howard, came back his junior 
year and put together a wonder 
year that saw him move to the 
top of the sprint class in the 
United States. He took second 
in the 200 and third in the 100 
at the United States Junior 
Nationals in Tallahassee, Flori-
da. He won the 100 in the 19 
and under group at the National 
Scholastic Championships 
when he ran a 10.31. He also 
earned a trip to Libson, Portu-
gal for the World Junior Cham-
pionships where he finished 
eighth in the 200. Finally he 
won the 100 in the TAC cham-
pionship held in Gainesville, 
Florida. All this happened in 
~~"'"'-·-~---·-~, 
READY TO GO: Bryan 
Howard gets set to receive 
a pitch from Ryan Roques. 
He scored 15 touchdowns 
his junior year. Photo by Gary 
Momgome,y-BVN 
'94 and culminated in Howard 
being name to Track and Field 
News' first team All-American 
squad. 
Because of the excellent 
promise he displayed in '94 
nationally, Bryan, with his dad 
blessings, decide to sit out his 
senior year in football ('94) and 
focus on just track. 
The plan was a sound one, 
but injuries did not allow him 
~ College ~~ 
benefitting 
The 
Fund/UNCF to be the best he could be. Still 
he got healthy enough to run in 
the CIF Divisionals winning his 
third consecutive ('93. '94 and 
'95) 100 title. 
A mind is a tm-ible thing to waste. 
Following the Masters 
Meet, Bryan knew that his 
injured leg would not hold up, 
so he scratched in the State 
Meet this year. 
"I wasn't disappointed with 
what happen to me before the 
State Meet this year," Howard 
noted. "I've done all I could do 
in high school. I'm happy with 
the good things that have hap-
pened, and I've learned from 
the bad. It's a life experience 
that should help me appreciate 
the good things that's happened , 
for me." 
Growing up in Bakersfield 
with his mother, Bryan came to 
live with bis father in Moreno 
Valley in '93. It was a move 
that has turned out to be good 
for both. 
"My dad gave me the focus 
and technical skills I need to 
get to the next level," Howard 
said. "He made me do the little 
things, like warm-up properly 
and and train with a purpose. 
He has been there for me from 
start to finish. 
"The man knows track and 
he always wanted the best for 
me. That's why he has been on 
me at times, just like any parent 
that cares about their child 
Sunday, July 30, 1995 
The Great Western Forum, Inglewood, CA 
Two Charity Basketball Games 
* 6:00 pm - Celebrity Game 
* 7:30 pm - Magic's All-Star Game 
le,h,1aittf 
Earvin "Magic" Johnson 
Muggsy Bogues • Cedric Ceballos • lilil Hardaway 
Ron Harper • Grant Hill • Eddie Jones 
Sh wn Kemp • Jason Kidd • Jamal Mashburn 
Harold Miner • Alonzo Mourning• Ed O'Bannon 
Gary Payton • Bryant Reeves • Pooh Richardson 
Mitch Richmond • Dennis Scott • Nick Van Exel : 
Chris Webber • Spud Webb 
• Pllyn conftrmlld II or B/15/115 
Cillhainat W8itim ftl'ili 
Bex Office 
'81:8-673-130 
. ~'f 
. '-•cal lleblMastai' 
218-480-3232 · 
· SATl?RDAY, lI!1X29, 1995 
Festive Black Tie D' -
Century Plaza H 1 mner * Silent Auct· ote' Los Angeles, CA 
* ion and Rece f Casino/Carni~al G p ion * Banquet * 
ames* 
MAJOR SPONSORS: 
AfflBl'ican Airlines 
AnlleUSer-Buscb companies 
Polaroid 
For Information call: 818-995-8545 
• t 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
.. 
- - -· .. - ~ - --· ~--
Entertainment 
The Black Voice News 
By Stanton Allen Weeks 
In 1967, while I lay in a c rib , Yolanda Cornelia Giovanni, Jr. was graduat-ing with Honors from Fisk 
University, 'the same campus 
that benefited from her efforts 
to strengthen their chapter of 
the (SNCC) Students 
Nonviolent Coordinating 
Committee. She went on to 
attend the University of 
Pennsylvania and Columbia 
University. She holds an 
Honorary Doctor of 
Humanities degree from 
Wilberf on:e University in Ohio. 
She later held associate profes-
sor positions at Queens college 
and Levingston College of 
Rutgers University. 
Nikki Giovanni circled by her Sorors. 
Ms. Giovanni, better known 
as Nikki Giovanni, makes her 
home in Cincinnati, Ohio, 
where she resides with her son. 
Nikki, a noted poet, political 
activist, educator, and author of 
almost twenty books, is enjoy-
ing the success of her latest 
books Sacred Cows ••• And 
Other Edibles and Racism 
101 contributing to her already 
impressive collection of litera-
ture on the black experience. 
Five Years Of Being A Black 
Poet (1971) is a collection of 
autobiographical, critical, and 
political essays. A record 
album, Truth Is On Its 
Way(1972) features Giovanni 
reading her poetry, accompa-
nied by gospel music. Her mas-
sive list of published works 
include a film about her life. 
Much of her work is fla-
vored with Black revolution 
and militancy. 
But, her poems also ponray 
deep and passionate love rela-
tionships. 
This phenomenal poet, roots 
many of her poems in fact and 
history. 
Giovanni, a history major 
with a profound vision, speaks 
proudly of the evolution of the 
Black women in her poem Ego 
Trippin' . " I was born in the 
Congo, I walked the fertile 
c rescent and built the 
sphinx .. . The filings from my 
finger nails are semi-precious 
jewels ... On a trip up north I 
caught a cold and blew my 
nose; giving oil to the Arab 
world ... I am so bad even my 
errors are correct..." This and 
other works were recited during 
Nikki 's recent visit to Cal State 
San Bernardino. 
In her talk she predicted the 
demise of these popular ath-
letes whom the media hypes up 
to only tear down later. "O.J. 
and Tyson are great examples ... 
Grant Hill, is the hero this 
month on the cover of every 
magazine but, give the media 
time and they will have him 
shown in a negative light!" 
She remarks, "Affirmative-
Action is not a save all but, it 
gives people an opportunity 
without automatic dismissal. 
You may fail, there are no guar-
antees that you will succeed." 
"Oklahoma City, she contin-
ues" was horrible! As long as 
we think we can go anywhere 
and blow up everything, then 
people are going to think they 
can too .. . The media builds 
resentment by painting situa-
tions to be the fault of foreign-
ers. They keep us from feeling 
compassion." She also pledges, 
"Thiny and forty are wonderful 
ages because you know where 
your going. Don't buy into the 
myth that high school is the 
best time of your life; no one 
has a good time in high 
school." In closing Nikki, a 
devout Trekie states," Its excit-
ing looking to the future. Our 
obligation is to the future not to 
the past. Care about the life 
around you! Remember for-
giveness, perseverance, and 
adjustment ... Open dialogue!" 
ORANGE CO ORANGE CO POMISAN BERN CO RIVERSIDE CO 
* Mann Bruin lBX 
31 0/289-MANN 
$2.00 polklng 
allO< 5:00 PM In 
'PJM!tge Parking Lo~·. 
$1.00 refunded 
wilh llckel purehose. 
CENTURY CITY 
• WHITTIER .,-FULLERTON 
Whinier VIiiage AMC Fullerton I a 
310/907-3300 71 4/992-6000 
lBX * NUNTINGTlJN IIACH IUfrjN:lfiN!f·i·lf·I Edwards 
• WEWOOD Hunllng!on 
Paclflc's Plerslde 6 
Regency s 111eores 714/969-3151 
* SOUTH COAST 
PWA 
Eawords 
Town Cen* 
114ns1.4154 
• STANTON Edwards 
W~~:u~~•;b 
* CHINO 
Movies 8 • 
909/464-1200 
* FONTANA 
Edwards 
Fanlona 8 
909/356-5666 
310/420-9977 * IRVINEEdwards 
.,-~~IUaici(j lBX • WEWOOD WOO<lDrl<!ge 
4 hours fiee Unlled Arllsts 71 4/551 -0655 
• WESTMINSTER 
Edwards 
Weslminsler l o 
714/379-1176 
• LAVERNE 
Edwards 
Lo Verne 
12 Cinemas 
909/392-4885 volldoled parking Movlos 6 LA HAHA 
wl1h lickol purchase. 310/80'-2002 Krlkortan·s * WESTMINSTER * LA~E ARROWHEAD 
SoCol's Slue Jay 
909/337-8404 HOLLYWOOD 
• Mann 
ChineselBX 
3101289-MANN 
S2.00 parking 
½ block sou1h ofler 
5:00 PM Mon-Fri 
ond all day Sol-Sun. 
WEST HOLL YWOOO 
* ~neplex 
Beverly Genier 
310/652-7760 
SANTA MONICA 
.,. AMC Sonia Monico 
Seven ThGalros 
310/395-3030 
UNIVERSAL CITY 
• Clnoplex Odeon 
Universal City 
Cinemas J8X 
818/905-3767 
ANTELOPE VALLEY 
* LANCASTER 
Movies 12 
805/945-3887 
.,- LONG BEACH lo Hab!O Cinema 4 Edwards 
AMC 310/690-SHOW Weslminsler Mall 
Mart no Poclllca <- ~ "''"l 714/893-0546 * ONTARIO 
Pacific's 
Onlorlo 10 
909/947-1662 
310/493-5521 • LAGUNA NIGUEL PAS/SAN GABL VAL 
.,-LONG BEACH 
AMC 
Pine Square 16 
310/435-1335 
•,,;J•i:MOf 
.,- BALDWIN HILLS 
Magic Thoo~os 
ot Cf8flshow Plaza 
213/290-5900 
l•itiUdlS-
• ANAHEIM HILLS 
Edwards 
Anaheim Hills 
Fesllval 8 
71 4/282-5959 
• BREA MALL 
Unffod Arllsts 
Movies 
714/990-4022 
* COSTA MESA 
Edwards 
Clnemo Cen19f 
714/979-4141 
Edwards 
ocean Ranch • ALHAMBRA 
7 Cinemas Edwards 
714/443-1960 Alhambra Ploce * RANCHO 
• LAGUNA NIGUEL 818/281 ·09BO ~=rNGA 
Edwards * DIAMOND BAR Rancho Cucamonga 
:aT'l,"~,!lguel Krlkartan's 909/989-6697 
714/831-0446 ~!omond8Bar * SAN BERNARDINO 
.,noma Pacttlc's 
* LAKE FOREST 9091598-SHOW inland Genier 
Edwards Saddlebock * El MONT£ 909/381- l 611 
71 4/581-5880 Edwards 
El Monie 8 ~nemas • SAN BERNAIDINO * MISSION VIEJO 
Edwards 
Trabuco Hills 5 
714/457-8660 
818/580-7660 ~=~ 6 
* GLENDORA Monn 6 909/425-8888 
* MISSION VIEJO 
Edwards Viejo Mail 
714/364-6220 
818/914-2817 
* MONROVIA 
Monn 6 
818/358-4545 
• NEWPORT BEACH * PASADENA 
Edwards Pacific's Hastings 
lhe ~land Clnemos 818/351-7555 
71 4/640-1218 
• PASADENA 
* ORANGE Unlled Artis1s 
* UPLAND 
Edwards 
Mounloin Green 4 
909/982-7851 
VICTORVILLE 
AMC 
VlclOI Valley l 0 
619/241-8400 
(PrtMmed 11 Sttrff) 
RIVERSIDE CO 
* LAKE ELSINORE 
Krtkartan's 
loke Elsinore 
Cinema 8 
909/245-FILM 
• MOIENO VALLEY 
SoCol's 
canyon Springs 
909/782-0800 
* PALM DESERT 
M~lilon·s Cln o 10 
61 22-3456 
* PALM SPRINGS 
Melrapalllan's 
Courtyard lo 
619/322-3456 
• RIVERSIDE 
SoCol's 
Mor1<etploce 01.,.ma 
909/682·40' 
* RIVERSIDE 
United Arllsts 
Galleria al Tyler 
909/889-8022 
• TEMECULA 
SoCol's 
Temelw Cinema 
909/695-2530 
SANTA BARBARA CO 
SANTA IAAIIARA 
MelrOpalilon's 
Fairview 
8051963-9503 
* SANTA IAIIARA 
~~~'.i1~~ieslo 
SF VAUGLNDL 
• PALMDALE 
Anltlope Volley 
10 Theotros 
805/267-4940 
• CYPRESS 
Cypress 
Family Twin 
714/828-1660 
~~f'.~e ~f~Ct~e386 
* AOOURA HILLS 
Monn lBX 
Agoura Hills 8 
• CORONA 81 8/707-9966 
ORANGE _, PUENTE HILLS EdWOrds .,- euRIIANK 
• NOITHRIDGE 
Poc111c's 
Nortllrtdge Cinemas 
8181993-171 l 
PANORAMA CITY 
Americana 
818/893-644 l 
* SHEIMAN OAlS 
Pacific's Galie<io 
818/990-4140 
* TAIIZANA 
Monn Volley West 
618/996· 1300 
* VALENCIA 
Monn 10 
805/255-3966 
WOOOLAND HILLS un.=,~ 1 
l 8/999-21 30 
CAR N 
SoU!h Drive-in 
310/5 2-881 l 
HAWTH~E 
~= Plaza 
310/219· 17 
.,-HERMOSA I CH 
AMC 
Hermosa 
6 Theatres 
3101318-8000 
•WHITTIH 
Krlkorlon's 
Wh-
Clnemo 10 
310/947-SHOW 
l'litli'iili: 
• CAMARILLO 
Eawards 
ComarillO POIOCe 
12 Cinemas 
805/383-8866 
SANTA PAULA 
SanlO Paulo 
7 Theo118s 
805/933-6707 
*SIMlnWY 
Edwools 
Moonloln Gole 7 
B051584-0067 
• THOUSAIID OAKS 
-UniledArllsls 
Movies 
8051497-6708 
* VENTURA 
CenlUry 
805/644-5681! 
Wiill· 
* CULVER CITY 
Mann 
CUiver Plaza 6 
3101289-MANN 
EAST LA 
* FOUNTAIN VALLEY 
Edwards 
stadium Drive-In AMC Puen1e Mail l 0 
714/639-8770 818/810-5566 
Corona 11 Cinemas AMC Media Cen!Of 4 
909/279-1160 818/953-9800 * PALOS VERDES 
Krlkar10n's 
Peninsula Clntma 9 
310/544-3456 
• MARINA DEl HY 
Cln&l)lex~ 
Marina MarMtlJm 
Cinemas 
310/827-9588 
CITY Of COMMERCE 
Pacific's 
CommOfC8 
213/726-8022 
.,-MONTEBELLO 
AMC MonlebOIIO I 0 
213/722-8086 
Family Four 
Cinemas 
714/963-1307 
D IG ITA L 
•mrf 
SOUN D 
~
• SANTA ANA Edwards • WEST COVINA 
Hunon Conlre SoCol's 
8 Cinemas woscove Cinema 
714/662-2266 818/338-5574 
' :' Ji)i)/ : .. ,;:· ,"· ' ' 
• CORONA 
Promenode 
Cinema 6 
909/273-9973 
• HEMET Krtkorkln's 
Hemet Cinema 12 
909/658-3356 
* EAGLE ROCK PWA 
Poclllc's 
Eagle Rock 
213/254-9101 
CNICC TIIAIII 
DIIICTOnS OI CALI. FOi-• 
soar. 10 IIASS(S C11 CIU'ONS ftl 11 
ACCIPTIO fOI nt11 INIMI-NT. 
.PTIH111Nlll~)j DDL8Yl1'9IKI,. 
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Romantic Comedy/Drama Comes To The Southland 
Treat Her Like A Lady, the light-beaned, roman-tic comedy/drama is 
coming to the new, spectacular 
Sir Theater in Hollywood for 
two shows only, July 13th and 
16th. 
Treat Her Like A Lady, 
written, produced and directed 
by Roy Fegan of Robert 
Townsend's Five Heartbeats 
and Meteor Man, will make 
you laugh and cry, and for cer-
tain, everyone ~11 be reminded 
to take time to "smell the 
include his performance in the 
hit musical Things Ain't What 
They Used To Be is an egotis-
tical , philandering man who 
takes for granted his educated, 
hard-working wife Roxanne, 
played by the talented 
actress/singer Angela Teek. 
Not only does K.T. take Rox-
anne for granted, he is living in 
a fantasy world, and his atten-
tion is divided between his 
imaginary deals on his cellular 
phone and his misplaced focus 
on the "booty-fut" Tasha, 
played by up and corning 
actress/comedian Tangy 
Ambrose. 
the hit play What Goes 
Around Comes Around, Pete 
The Postman, Lavan Davis. It 
is filled with soulful, heart-
warming music and powerful 
vocal performance directed by 
Andrew Gauche who has been 
musical director for What 
Goes Around Comes Around, 
and has toured with such musi-
cal greats as BeBe & Cece 
Winans and Gladys Knight. 
roses." 
Treat Her Like A Lady 
tells the story of the romance, 
the struggle and the victory of a 
married couple. The husband, 
K.T., is played by recording 
artist, Grady Harrell who 's 
most recent stage cre dits 
Treat Her Like A Lady is 
interspersed with local stand-up 
comics including A.J. Jamal 
from Def Comedy Jam and 
BET's Comic View, and from 
Treat Her Like A Lady will 
open at the Sir Theater, 7950 
Sunset Blvd. in Hollywood July 
13th at 8:00 p.m. and July 16th 
at 3:00 p.rn. (two shows only!) 
Tickets are available at all 
Ticketrnaster locations includ-
ing Robinsons/May, Tower 
Records, Blockbuster Music. 
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Power Rangers Come To Big Screen 
0 ur world is under attack. The most evil force ever known is laying siege to the 
good citizens of Angel Grove, 
and he has nefarious plans to 
conquer the entire planet itself. 
He has incredibly powerful 
annies at his command - as 
well as lots and lots of slime. 
His name is Ivan Ooze, and 
only one Power on Earth can 
stop him ... 
Twentieth Century Fox pre-
sents a Saban Entertainment/ 
Toei Company Production, a 
Bryan Spicer Film, Mighty 
Morphin Power Rangers'™: 
The Movie." Reprising their 
famed Power Rangers roles on 
the big screen are Karan Ash-
ley, Johnny Yong Bosch, Steve 
Cardenas, Jason David Frank, 
Amy Jo Johnson and David 
Yost. Paul Freema.n (Raiders 
of the Lost Ark) also stars as 
Ivan Ooze and Paul Schrier 
and Jason Narvy reprise their 
roles as Bulk and Skull. 
In addition to the six young 
Power Rangers and the incredi-
ble excitement and adventure 
loved by millions around the 
world, this all-new, big-screen 
version of Saban Entertain-
ment's international multimedia 
phenomenon features exciting 
never-before-seen elements 
including incredible new Zords, 
spectacular monsters, mighty 
Power Ranger uniforms, state-
of-the-art special effects and 
mind-boggling stunts. 
Amy Jo Johnson, who plays 
Kimberly, The Pink Power 
Ranger, one of the six high 
school teens turned superheros, 
succinctly says of her motion 
picture debut: "Mighty Mor-
phin Power Rangers™: The 
Movie is a mix between Star 
Wars and The Wimrd of Oz". 
Morphin mania, of course, 
had its genesis in the incredibly 
successful television series, 
·now in its second season on the 
Fox Children's Network, and 
, also encompasses a nationally 
touring original, family-orient-
ed theatrical stage production 
(Mighty Morphin Power 
Ranger Live), extensive and 
innovative merchandising tie-
ins and, now, a major motion 
picture. 
The popularity of "Mighty 
Morphin Power Rangers™" 
stems, in part, from its fantasti-
cal characters and locations. 
"Kids love the colors and the 
lights and -sounds and music," 
says the moyie 's producer, 
Suzanne Todd. "It takes them 
through an exciting experi-
ence." 
The Power Rangers' appeal 
also comes from more than just 
action and adventure. The char-
acters themselves demonstrate 
some important everyday val-
ues to the audience. "Kids," 
adds Todd, say 'That could be 
me'; 'I could do that', when 
watching the Power Rangers 
live their lives as high school 
students." 
Through its interweaving of 
the$e and other concepts -
lj.ke the importance of environ-
mental protection and the chal-
lenges of fitting in to a group 
- into the storylines, The 
Power Rangers have subse-
quently become role models to 
children across the country. 
"We've always tried," says 
David Yost, who plays Billy, 
the Blue Power Ranger, "to 
give positive messages to 
kids." Adds Karan Ashley, who 
is Aisha, The Yellow Power 
Ranger: "We have a lot of dif-
ferent ethnic backgrounds, so 
kids can really look up to that." 
The Power Rangers' live 
appearances also bring personal 
rewards to the actors. 'The best 
thing about being a Power 
Ranger," Karan concludes, "is 
the look on kids' faces when 
Black Ranger 
Johnny Yong Bosch 
prises. One of 'Mighty Mor-
phin Power Rangers™: The 
Movie's" biggest- and slimi-
est -surprises is unveiled in the 
"form" of the Power Rangers' 
newest and most villainous foe: 
the ultimate evil, Ivan Ooze. 
With the fate of the entire plan-
et at stake, the Power Rangers 
fight their most ~portant battle 
ever against this purple-clad, 
gelatinous evildoer. 
With Ivan and all the other 
new elements, the filmmakers 
nevertheless were intent on 
staying true to the television 
series loved by millions. 
"We've really just re-interpret-
they see us out in public. It tells . ._..,...,.. ... 
us that they really believe in the 
positive things we're trying to 
depict." 
Remaining at the core of the 
phenomenon, however, is 
action, excitement, fun and sur-
Blue Ranger 
David Yost 
Red Ranger 
Steve Cardenas 
ed the characters, sets and cos-
tumes," explains Todd (Die 
Hard 2, National Lampoon's 
Loaded Weapon), who brings 
a wealth of big-screen produc-
tion experience to this project. 
"The movie's an expansion. 
We're not taking the television 
show and changing it; we're 
improving on it. It's bigger and 
better, but we've kept every-
thing that audiences love about 
the show." 
While bringing a sense of 
menace to the proceedings, 
Ivan also provides much of the 
story's all-important humor. 
His non-stop barrage of one-
White Ranger 
Jason David Frank 
liners, sarcasm and joie de 
vivre seem almost as 
fonnidable as his powerful 
Ooze men. Actor Paul Free-
man, who gained notoriety as 
the villainous Belloq in 
Raiders of the Lost Ark, saw 
other attractive qualities in his 
cinematic alter-ego. "Ivan," 
says the actor, "is rather like 
the Pied Piper of Hamlin. 
Through his charm, he man-
ages to lead the children of 
Angel Grove away to the 
attractions of his ooze." 
Adding to the film's humor 
are two characters familiar to 
the series' myriad fans, the 
Laurel and Hardy-like team of 
Bulk and Skull, whose antics 
can sometimes wreak havoc on 
the tranquility of Angel Grove. 
"They 're the classic comic 
antagonists and buffoons," 
explains Schrier, who portrays 
Bulk. Adds Jason Narvy, who 
plays Skull: "Our characters are 
always scheming; practical 
jokes are a way of life for us." 
The director is Spicer. The 
screenplay is by Arne Olsen, 
from a story by John Kamps 
and Olsen. Haim Saban, Shuki 
Levy and Suzanne Todd are the 
producers. David Coatsworth is 
the co-producer, and Joseph 
Porro is the costume designer. 
Craig Stearns is the production 
designer and Paul Murphy, 
A.C.S. is the director of pho-
tography. The film is edited by 
Wayne Wahrman, A.C.E. 
THIS HOLIDAY CATCH ... 
A WESTWOOD 
Monn Villoge lBX 
310/289-MANN 
$2.00 perking 
oner 5:00 PM In 
'Privilege Parking Lois". 
$1.00 refunded 
with ticket purchase. 
THE BAT! 
VAL TOMMY LEE JIM 
KILMER JONES CARR EV 
BATMAN 
:.,,~ilr~VE~ 
NICOL£ C:HRf5 
KIDMAN a·• oNNELL 
-'c.. /il\l/ 
>' CENTURY CITY 
AMC lBX 
Century 14 
310/553-8900 
4 hours free 
volida1ed parking 
wrth ticket 
purchose. 
A HOLLYWOOD * WEST >' SANTA MONICA 
Monn HOLLYWOOD Mann 
Chinese lBX Cineplex Criterion 6 
310/289-MANN Beverly Center 310/289-MANN 
$2.00 parking 310/652-7760 lBX 
5.00 PM Mon-Fri s,,.;::~ 
ond all day Sat-Sun A IXJUIY. fflAEO 
*'N""'"'. •l u IXUIYIITTAEC r 
½ block south after [IJ ,;-
OIGITAl 1 
NO PASSES. couPOHS, GROIJP ACTIVITY flCKffS 01 VII' TICKns ACClmD. 
AND AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU 
CONSULT YOUR LOCAL LISTINGS. 
- , . BATMAN MOVIE POSTER SI WITH MINIMUM PURCH~SE AT WARNER BROS STUDIO STORES 
, ,::,q STJqE N(Aq VOU CA .. ~ I BJ'.l 4 ~AP:NE,: 
"PURE DISNEY MAGIC!" 
- Pmr Travers, ROLLING STONE 
"DISNEY'S DONE IT AGAIN. IT'S DAZZLING 
& WILDLY ENTERTAINlNG. ITS A F1IM 
YOUHAVETOSEE!" ·. 
,:];;;:;~;,,, ·~ 
- SISKEL & EBERT 
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Tillie's Memorial Chapel Expands 'Musical Presence' Service 
Tillie's Memorial Chapel of San Bernardino has expanded its 'Musical 
Presence' service by installing 
compact disc technology. 
Mr. Darrin Polin, President, 
states, "We have offered 
'Musical Presence' since 1973, 
when we became aware of 
what a comfort the right kind 
of music can be to people who 
are experiencing grief." 
While delivering the same 
superb sound reproduction 
already available through 
"Musical Presence", compact 
disc technology makes possible 
a much greater number of 
songs on the premises and adds 
when families visit o.ur facili-
ty." 
"With nearly 1,000 chapel 
music selections available on 
the premises, we offer an 
incredible variety of instrumen-
tal and vocal renditions," Polin 
says. 
"We can accomodate just 
about any request a family 
might have." This helps to 
make our service more person-
al and therefore more meaning-
ful, he notes. 
Polin points out that a num-
ber of scientific studies have 
shown that certain music can 
have a positive effect on peo-
ple, especially those undergo-
ing stress and grief. 
"Our 'Musical Presence' 
system is uniquely designed 
with this in mind. The music is 
exclusively selected and 
recorded for use in funeral 
homes and is played on equip-
ment engineered for our facility." 
"Musical Presence" was 
developed by Merrill P. Wom-
ach, a nationally known gospel 
vocalist and recording artist 
who has endured his own 
extraordinary measure of grief. 
His singing has a distinctive 
quality which comforts and 
uplifts - perhaps the result of 
contending with his own 
ordeals. 
On Thanksgiving Day of 
1961, Womach barely escaped 
with his life from a fiery plane 
crash in which he was burned 
beyond recognition. He has 
risen above adversity through a 
strong faith which has chal-
lenged and encouraged thou-
sands of others during his 
many years of concert, radio 
and television appearances. 
Polin says that 'Musical 
Presence' is one example of 
how his firm is committed to 
serving the community. 
"Bringing Merrill Womach 's 
ministry of music to our fami-
lies has been an important part 
of our care-giving." 
Tillie's Memorial Chapel is 
located at 1557 W. Baseline, 
San Bernardino. 
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Hot Flash Dilemma 
OUR BODIES 
By Ernest Levister, MD 
DEAR DR. LEVISTER: I am 
52 years old and recently 
noticed the "dreaded" symp-
toms of menopause. What are 
the risks and benefits of hor-
mone therapy? H.M. 
Journal Of Medicine, reaffirm-
ing the long suspected link 
between estrogen replacement 
therapy and breast cancer. 
Estrogen, it seems, can pre-
vent or slow many of the rav-
ages of aging including 
menopausal miseries. The old-
est and most familiar use o 
HRT is to relieve the hot flash-
es, night sweats, vaginal dry-
ness and other symptoms o 
estrogen "withdrawal" that 
occur around menopause, when 
the dying ovaries produce less 
and less estrogen. 
· a significant degree of auto-
mated selectivity. Hasan's Accessories And Sir Charles:Brown's 
Productions To Present African Fashion Explosion 
DEAR H.M.: Thirty years ago 
New York City gynecologist, 
Robert Wilson's hugely suc-
cessful book, Feminine Forev-
er announced the good news 
to all of womankind. "For the 
first time in history," he wrote, 
"women may share the promise 
of tomorrow as biological 
equals of men. Thanks to hor-
mone replacement therapy 
(HRT), they may look forward 
to prolonged well being and 
extended youth." 
Heart disease: several stud-
ies, including the famous nurs-
es health study that followed 
120,000 nurses for more than 
ten years, have found that post 
menopausal women on estro-
gen have about half the inci-
dence of heart disease than 
those that didn't take hor-
mones. Other benefits of _HR.T 
include less osteoporosis, men-
tal deterioration, colon cancer, 
aging skin and better sex. 
"Now, with CD's, we have 
many more available choices, 
· making it even more conve-
nient for our families to choose 
exactly the music they wish to 
have at any observance for 
their loved one," according to 
Polin. 
"Musical Presence" is the 
trade name for the custom 
background and chapel music 
installation by National Music 
Service, Inc., of Spokane, 
Washington, a subsidiary of 
NAMSCO Corporation. 
"Musical Presence" is said to 
enhance the ambience of the 
entire funeral home. 
Hasan 's Accessories, in conjunction with Sir Charles Brown's Productions, will be hosting a cultural Wearable Art (Fashion 
Show) event on July 15, 1995. This gala affair 
will be held at the Sturges Center for the Fine 
Arts from 7:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m., co-sponsored 
by the Rialto Black History Committee, Inc. 
Unlike any other Fashion Show that you may 
have seen, this show will be truly fascinating as 
Sir Charles combines bis 25 years as a fashion 
coordinator and designer with his world travel to 
such countries as Kenya, Tanzania, Nigeria, 
Egypt, Ethiopia, China and Israel. Sir Charles' 
superb and extraordinary creativity promises to 
delight the senses of all in attendance. 
Also showcased will be the Diamond Mind 
African Dance Troupe with drumming and poet-
ry. Indeed a del_ight to behold! 
Estrogen is indeed the clos-
est thing in modem medicine to 
an elixir of youth - a drug that 
slows the ravages of time for 
women. It is America's number 
one prescription drug and it's 
about to hit its demographic 
sweetspot: the millions of t?aby 
boomers now experiencing 
their first hot flashes. 
Unfortunately what Dr. Wil-
Many doctors are handing 
out hormones like M & M's, 
however no matter how benefi-
cial estrogen may seem, no 
drug treatment comes without 
drawbacks. In human biology 
as in business, "there's no free 
lunch." 
Dr. Levister welcomes reade 
mail concerning their body but 
regrets that he is unable to 
answer individual letters. You 
letters will be incorporated into 
the column as space permits. 
You may direct your letters to 
Dr. Levister in care of Voice 
News, PO Box 1581, River-
side, CA 92502. 
"We use 'Musical Presence' 
for both background music and 
chapel music, because it 
enables us to serve our families 
with the highest quality," says 
Polin. He adds that "proper 
background music helps us 
maintain the relaxing atmo-
sphere that is so important 
Please mark your calendar and tell others 
about this African Fashion Explosion. Tickets 
are available at Hasan 's Accessories - 152 S. 
Riverside Ave. (909) 820-4964 and Tadel 's Fine 
Art Gallery - 334 N. "E" Street (909) 885-5568. 
Pat and Rashad Hasan 
. son didn't tell his readers, is 
that, like every other magic 
potion, estrogen has a dark 
side. To gain the full benefit of 
estrogen, women must take it 
not only at menopause but for 
decades afterwards. It means a 
lifetime of drug taking and pos-
sible side effects that include 
an increased risk of several 
forms of cancer. That danger 
was underscored last week by 
the report in the New England 
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~WAY! 
Volkswagen 
'' •• 94 VOLKSWAGON BLOWOUT '' •• Freeway ls The Way 
GolfmGL 
'95 VW PASSAT '95VWCONV CABRIO 
s22,11s $22,899 
VIN-e142942 VIN--0'13880 
1600 Camino Real, San Bernardino 
Lincoln • _ Me~cury • Volkswagen , 
Tax rate based on 7.5% All prices are plus tax, license, document foes on approved credit · · 
Subject to prior sale not applied to leases. 
'94 VWJETIA 
IISRP ...................................................................... '16,940 
FWY DISC ................................................................ t.1,000 
' $~2!0 
Service & Parts 
Jetta111GLS 
'95VWJETIA GL 
MSRP ...................................................................... '14,915 
FWY DISC ................................................................ t.1,000 $16,100 
VIN-M080026 
FIRST TIME BUYERS 
WELCOME! WE MAY HAVE 
A PLAN THAT CAN GET 
YOUR CREDIT STARTED 
WITH A NEW CAR 
Classifieds & Legals 
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POLICE 
STENOGRAPHER 
PART TIME 
CITY OF COLTON 
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS 
NAME STATEMENT 
EXPLANATIUN UJ<'Ttt~ 
II NATUREOFTHE PROCEEDiNG AGAINST • • YOU, YOU SHOULD 
CONTACT A LAWYER. 
$12.00 per hour 
Min i mum 
qual ifi cations: 
Experience - one year 
of general clerical 
experience Is highly 
desirable. Education 
• Equivalent to 
graduation from high 
school. Enrollment In 
or completion of an 
accredited Court 
Stenographer's 
course. City of 
Colton application 
required. Open until 
filled. City of Colton 
Personnel 
Department, 650 N. La 
Cadena Drive, Colton, 
CA 92324. (909} 370-
5062. AA/EOE. 
-PROJECT 
MANAGER 
CITY OF COLTON 
$3,933 - $4,783 per 
month 
Minimum 
qualifications: 
.Experience - Four 
years of Increasingly 
responsible 
experience in 
economic and/or 
The following pel'llOn(s) Is (are) 
doing business as: 
Koistra & Associates 
Advertising KAA, Inc. 
3865 Westwood Dr. 
Riverside, CA 92504 
Kolstra As<iodates Advertising 
KAA,Inc. 
3865 Westwood Dr. 
Riverside, CA 92504 
California 
This business ls conducted by 
a Corporation. 
Registrant commenced to 
transact business under the 
fictitious business name or 
names listed above on 1985. 
s/David Kolstra 
President 
The filing of this statementcloes 
not of Itself authorue the use In 
this state of a fictitious business 
name In violation of the rights 
of another under federal, state, 
or common law (sec. 14400 et. 
seq. b & p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County Clerk of Riverside 
County on June 5, 1995 
I hereby certify that this copy 
Is a correct copy or the original 
statement on file in my office. 
FRANK K. JOHNSON, 
County Clerk 
FILE NO. 953991 
p/6/8, 6/15, 6122, 6129/95 
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS 
NAME STATEMENT 
The following pel'llOn(s) ls (are) 
doing business as: 
Desert Financial Group 
395 Iowa Ave. #1346 
P.O. Box 5362 
Riverside, CA 92517 
r e d e v e I O p m e n t Robert Swoboda 
project management. 2352 Westrldge Rd. 
Education . Riverside, CA 92506 
'equivalent to a This business ls conducted by 
an Individual 
Bachelor's degree in Registrant has not yet begun to 
p u b I i C I b u s I n e s s transact buslneg under the 
administration, urban fictitious business name or 
planning, finance, names listed herein 
s/Robert Swoboda 
political science, real The filing of this statemenldoes 
estate, or other notorltselfauthorl7.etheuseln 
re I at ed fie Id. A this state or a fictitious business 
Master's degree in namelnvlolatlonortherlghls 
p U b I IC/ b US in e S S of another under federal, state, 
administration, or 
other related field 
may be substituted 
for one year of the 
required experience. 
License - Possession 
of a valid Class "C" 
California driver's 
license. City of 
COiton application 
required. Apply by 
5:00 PM, July _20, 
1995. City of Colton 
Personnel 
Department, 650 N. La 
Cadena Drive, Colton 
CA 92324. (909} 370-
5062. AA/EOE. 
CUSTOMER 
SERVICE SALES 
REPRESENTATIVE 
Cable TV operator 
has an opening for a 
people-oriented 
individual to be a 
Customer Service 
Sale Representative. 
Requires: HS diploma 
or equivalent, 
minimum 1 year 
customer service 
experience, excellent 
interpersonal, oral & 
written 
communication skills, 
must be detail 
oriented & able to 
work a flexible work 
schedule. Also 
requires a valid 
California Driver's 
License, good driving 
record & proof of 
insurance. Preferred: 
Computer experience, 
1 to 2 years general 
·college courses, 
English/Spanish 
bilingual skills. 
nterested applicant 
should apply In 
person at: 
DESERT HOT 
SPRINGS 
CABLEVISION, INC. 
11855 Palm Drive 
Desert Hot Springs, 
CA 92240 
Pre-employment drug 
test required. Equal 
Opportunity Employer 
M/F/DN 
or common law (sec. 14400 et. 
seq. b & p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County Clerk of Riverside 
County on May 31, 1995 
I hereby certify that this copy 
Is a correct copy or the original 
statement on me In my office. 
FRANK K. JOHNSON, 
County Clerk 
FILE NO. 953894 
p/618, 6/15, 6122, 6/29/95 
Notice of Trustee's Sale 
T.S. No. E217441 
UnltCodeE 
Loan No. 19800630/O'REILLY 
AP# 254-171,013,6 
T.D. SERVICE COMPANY as 
duly appointed Trustee under 
the following desalbed Deed of 
Trust WILL SELL AT 
PUBLIC AUCTION TO THE 
HIGHFSI' BIDDER FOR 
CASH (in the forms which are 
lawful tender In the United 
States) and/or the cashier's, 
certified or other checks 
specified In Clvll Code Section 
2924h (payable In full at the 
time or sale to T.D. Service 
Company) all right, title and 
Interest conveyed to and now 
heJd by It under said Deed of 
Trust in the property 
hereinafter described: 
TRUSTOR: PATRICK G. 
O'REILLY and ANNE M. 
O'REILLY 
BENEFICIARY: A.W.F. INC., 
DBA AMERICAN WFSI' 
FINANCIAL, INC. 
Recorded April 4, 1991 as 
Instr. No. 110235 In Book page 
of Official Records In the office 
of the Recorder of Riverside 
County; and re-recorded on 
October 18, 1991 as Instr. No. 
360458 In Book and Page 
said Deed of Trust describes 
the following property: Lot 42 
of Tract No. 3164, as shOWD by 
Map on file In Book 54, pages 
46, 47 and 48 or Maps, Records 
or Riverside County, 
CallfornlL 
Excepting therefrom all on, 
gas, minerals and other 
hydrocarbon substances lying 
500 feet beJow the surface of 
the land, but without right to 
use the surface or the land to 
remove, drill or prospect for 
same, as reserved by California 
Federal Savings and Loan 
Association, a corporation, In 
deed recorded July 26, 1968 as 
Instrument No. 72305. 
Said land Is situa ted In the City 
of Rlve~ide, County of 
Riverside, State of California. 
YOU ARE IN DEFAULT 
UNDER A DEED OF TRUST 
DATED 3120/91. UNLESS 
YOU TAKE ACTION TO 
PROTECT YOUR 
PROPERTY, IT MAY BE 
SOLD AT A PUBLIC SALE. 
IF YOU NEED AN 
1035 VIA PINTADA 
RIVERSIDE, CA 
"(If a street address or 
common designation of 
property ls shown above, no 
warranty Is given as to Its 
completeness or correctness)." 
The benefldary under said 
Deed of Trust, by reason or a 
breach or default in the 
obligations secured thereby, 
heretofore executed an 
delivered to the undersigned a 
written Declaration of Default 
and Demand for Sale, and ' 
written notice or default and or 
election to cause the 
undenlgned to sell aid 
property to satisfy said 
obllgatlom, and thereafler the 
undersigned caused said notice 
or default and or election to be 
Recorded March 7, 1995 u 
Instr. No. 70678 In Book Page 
or Official Records In the office 
of the recorder or Riverside 
County; 
Said Sale of property will be 
made in "as Is" condition 
without covenant or warranty 
express or Implied, regarding 
title possession, or 
encumbrances, to pay the 
remaining principal sum or the 
note(s) secured by said Deed of 
Trust, with Interest as In said 
note provided, advances, If any, 
under the terms or said Deed or 
Trust, fees, charges and 
expenses of the Trustee and or 
the trusts created by said Deed 
of Trust. 
Said sale will be held on: 
July 6, 1995 at 3:30 p.m. at the 
Main Street en trance to the 
County Courthouse, 4050 Main 
St., Riverside, CA 
At the time or the Initial 
publication or this notice, the 
total amount of the unpaid 
balance of the obligation 
secured by the above described 
Deed of Trust and estimated 
, costs, expenses, and advances Is 
$212,371.84. It Is poalble that 
at the time or sale the opening 
bid may be less that the total 
Indebtedness due. 
Date: 6/08/95 
T.D. SERVICE COMPANY 
as said Trustee 
By Diane Erickson, Assistant 
Secretary 
1750 E. 4th St., Ste 700 
Santa Ana, CA 92705 
(714) 543.3372 
TAC# 414121C 
IF AVAILABLE, THE 
EXPECTED OPENING BID 
MAY BE OBTAINED BY 
CALLING THE 
FOLLOWING TELEPHONE 
NUMBER ON THE DAY 
BEFORE THE SALE: (714) 
480-5690 
p/6/15,6/22,6129/95 
Superior Court of California, 
County of Riverside, 
Consolidated Courts or 
Riverside/Family 
Marriage or: 
Delois Lawrence Endeley, 
Petitioner 
Henry Endeley, Respondent 
Case Number 155011 
Order for Publication or 
Summons or Citation 
Upon reading and filing 
evidence consisting of a 
declaration as provided in 
Section 415.50 CCP by 
Angelina Mogyorody, and It 
satlsfactorUy appearing, 
therefrom that the defendant, 
respondent, or cltee Henry 
Endeley cannot be served with 
reasonable diligence In any 
other manner specified In 
artlde 3, Chapter 4, Title 5 or 
the Code or Civil Procedure, 
and It also appearing from the 
verified complaint or petition 
that a good cause of action 
exists In this action In favor or 
the plaintiff, petitioner, or cltee 
therein and against the 
defendant, respondent, or cltee 
and that the said defendant, 
respondent, or cltee Is a 
necessary and proper party to 
the action or that the party to 
be served has or claims an 
Interest In, real or per,onal 
property in this state that Is 
subject to the jurisdiction or 
the Court or the relief 
demanded In the action 
consists wholly or in part In 
exdudlng such party from any 
Interest In such property: 
NOW, on motion of Delois 
Lawrence Endeley, PEtltloner 
In Pro Per Attorney(s) for the 
Plalntlff(s), Petltloner(s), or 
contestant(s), IT IS ORDERED 
that the service of said 
summons or citation In this 
action be made upon said 
defendant, respondent, or cltee 
by publication thereof In The 
Black Voice News a newspaper 
of general circulation 
published at Riverside 
California, hereby designated 
as the newspaper most likely to 
give notice to said defendant; 
that said publication be made 
at least once a week for four 
successive weeks. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED 
PageB-5 
that a copy or said summons or 
citation and or said complaint 
or petition In this action be 
forthwith deposited in the 
United States Pmt Office, post• 
paid, directed to said 
defendant, respondent, or cltee 
If his address Is ascertained 
before expiration of the time 
prescribed for the publication 
or this summons or citation and 
a declaration of this malling or 
or the fact that the address was 
not ascertained be filed at the 
expiration or the time 
prescribed for the publication. 
Dated: 5-26-95 
Becky L. Dugan, Judge 
-p/6/15, 6/22, 6129, 7/6/95 
Notice or Trustee's Sale 
T.S. No. Q216902 
UnltCodeQ 
LouNo. 
10236716/SALLINGS 
AP# 155,103-001.0 
T.D. SERVICE COMPANY as 
duly appointed Trustee under 
the following described Deed of 
Trust WILL SELL AT 
PUBLIC AUCTION TO THE 
HIGHFSI' BIDDER FOR 
CASH (In the forms which are 
lawful tender In the United 
States) and/or the cashier's, 
certified or other checks 
speclflecl in Civil Code Section 
2924h (payable In run at the 
time or sale to T.D. Service 
Company) all right, title and 
interest conveyed to and now 
held by It under said Deed of 
Trust In the property 
hereinafter described: 
TRUSTOR:TEDDY 
SALLINGS and KAREN 
SALLINGS 
BENEFICIARY: DIRECTORS 
MORTGAGE LOAN 
CORPORATION 
Recorded April 8, 1988 as 
Instr. No. 92839 In Book page 
of Official Records in the office 
of the Recorder or Riverside 
County; 
said Deed of Trust describes 
the following property: LOT 
17 OF TRACT 4376, A 
SHOWN BY MAP ON FILE 
IN BOOK 75 PAGES 59 AND 
60 OF MAPS, RECORDS OF 
RIVERSIDE COUNTY, 
CALIFORNIA. 
YOU ARE IN DEFAULT 
UNDER A DEED OF TRUST 
DATED 4/6/88. UNLESS YOU 
TAKE ACTION TO 
PROTECT YOUR 
PROPERTY, IT MAY BE 
SOLD AT A PUBLIC SAL& 
IF YOU NEED AN 
EXPLANATION OF THE 
NATURE OF THE 
PROCEEDING AGAINST 
YOU, YOU SHOULD 
CONTACT A LAWYER. 
6865 COMSTOCK AVENUE 
RIVERSIDE, CA 92503 
"(If a street address or 
common designation or 
property ls shown above, no 
warranty Is given as to Its 
completeness or correctness)." 
The beneficiary under said 
Deed of Trust, by reason ofa 
breach or default In the 
obligations secured thereby, 
-heretofore executed an 
delivered to the undersigned a 
written Declaration of Default 
and Demand for Sale, and 
written notice of default and of 
election to cause the 
undersigned to sell said 
property to satisfy said 
obligations, and thereafter the 
undersigned caused said notice 
of default and of election to be 
Recorded February 23, 1995 as 
Instr. No. 057032 In Book Page 
of Official Records in the office 
of the recorder or Riverside 
County; 
Said Sale of property will be 
made In "as ls" condition 
without covenant or warranty 
express or Implied, regarding 
title possession, or 
encumbrances, to pay the 
remaining principal sum of the 
note(s) secured by said Deed or 
Trust, with interest as In said 
note provided, advances, If any, 
under the terms or said Deed of 
Trust, fees, charges and 
expenses or the Trustee and of 
the trusts aeated by said Deed 
or Trust. 
Said sale will be held on: 
July 6, 1995 at 3:30 p.m. at the 
Main Street entrance to the 
County Courthouse, 4050 Main 
St., Riverside, CA 
At the time of the Initial 
publication or this notice, the 
total amount of the unpaid 
balance of the obligation 
secured by the above described 
Deed of Trust and estimated 
costs, expenses, and advances ls 
$95,389.87. It ls possible that 
at the time of sale the opening 
bid may be less that the total 
Indebtedness due. 
Date: S/30/95 
T.D. SERVICE COMPANY 
as said Trustee 
By Debra Brundage, Assistant 
Secretary 
737 Arnold Drive, Ste C, 
Martinez, CA 94553,6526 
(510) 229-9015 
TAC # 413993MZ 
IF AVAILABLE'., THE 
EXPECTED OPENING BID 
MAY BE OBTAINED BY 
CALLINGTHE 
FOLLOWING TELEPHONE 
NUMBER ON THE DAY 
BEFORE THE SALE: (510) 
313-9581. 
-p/6/15,6122,6/29/95 
Superior Court of California, 
County or Riverside, 
Marriage or: 
EAGLF., Mariellen, Petitioner 
EAGLF., Stanley, Respondent 
Case Number 154895 
Order for Publication or 
Summons (Marriage) 
Upon reading and filing 
evidence consisting of a 
declaration as provided In 
Section 415.50 CCP by 
PETITIONER, MARIELLEN 
EAGLE, and It satisfactorily 
appearing, therefrom that the 
respondent, STANLEY 
EAGLE cannot be served with 
reasonable diligence In any 
ether manner specified In 
Artlde 3, Chapter 4, Title 5 or 
tlae Code or Civil Procedure, 
and It also appearing from the 
verified petition that a good 
cause of action exists In this 
action In favor or the petitioner 
tllereln and against the 
l'ISJ)ondent and that the said 
respondent Is a necessary and 
proper party to the action or 
that the party to be served has 
or claims an Interest In, real or 
personal property In this state 
that Is subject to the 
jurisdiction or tbe Court or the 
relier demanded In the action 
consists whoUy or In part in 
excluding such party from any 
Interest In such property: 
NOW, KATHLYN BLOOM• 
RODIBAUGH, Attorney(s) for 
the Petltloner(s), IT IS 
ORDERED that the service or 
lalcl summons In this action be 
made upon said respondent by 
publication thereof In The 
Black Voice News a newspaper 
or general circulation 
published at Riverside, 
California, hereby designated 
as the newspaper mmt likely to 
glwe notice to said defendant; 
that said publication be made 
at least once a week for four 
aa«esslve weeks. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED 
that a copy or said summons 
and or said petition In this 
action and If the petition be for 
dls9olutJon or legal s.,peratlon, 
a blank copy of the Confidental 
Counseling Statement 
(Marriage) be forthwith 
deposited In the United States 
Pest Office, post,pald, directed 
to said respondent If his 
address Is ascertained before 
expiration or the time 
prescribed for the publication 
or this summons and a 
declaration or this maDing or or 
the fad that the address was 
not ascertained be med at the 
expiration or the time 
prescribed for the publication. 
Dated: 5-17-95 
Becky L. Dugan, Judge 
-p/6/15, 6122, 6129, 116195 
Superior Court of California, 
County of Riverside, Family 
Law Branch 
Marriage or: 
Byron Louis Dorrantt, 
Petitioner 
Cyndie Trader Dorrance, 
Respondent 
Case Number 155439 
Order for Publication of 
Summons or Citation 
Upon reading and ming 
evidence consisting o 
declaration as provided In 
Section 415.50 CCP by 
Petitioner Byron Louis 
Dorrance, and It satisfactorily 
appearing, therefrom that the 
defendant, respondent, or cltee 
Cydnle Trader Dorrance, 
cannot be served with 
reasonable dlllgence In any 
other manner specified In 
article 3, Chapter 4, Title 5 of 
the Code or Civil Procedure, 
and it also appearing from the 
verified complaint or petition 
that a good cause of action 
exists in this action In favor or 
the plaintiff, petitioner, or cltee 
therein and against the 
defendant, respondent, or cltee 
and that the said defendant, 
respondent, or cltee ls a 
necessary and proper party to 
the action or that the party to 
be served has or claims an 
Interest In, real or personal 
property In this state tha t ls 
subject to tbe jurisdiction of 
the Court or the relief 
demanded in the action 
consists whoUy or In part In 
excluding such party from any 
Interest In such property: 
NOW, on motion of Byron 
Louis Dorrance, Attorney(s) 
for tbe Plaintlff(s), 
Petltloner(s), or contestant(s), 
IT IS ORDERED that the 
service of said summons or 
citation In this action be made 
upon said derendant, 
respondent, or cl tee by 
pu bllcatlon thereof In The 
Black Voice News a newspaper 
of general circulation 
pu bllshed at Riverside 
California, hereby designated 
1111 the newspaper most llkeJy to 
give notice to said defendant; 
that said publication be made 
at least once a week for four 
successive weeks. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED 
that a copy of saJd summons or 
citation and or said complaint 
or petition In this action be 
forthwith deposited In the 
United States Post Office, post• 
paid, directed to said 
defendant, respondent, or dtee 
If his address ls ascertained 
before expiration or the time 
prescribed for the publlcatlon 
of this summons or citation and 
a declaration or this malling or 
of the fad that the address wu 
not ascertained be filed at the 
expiration of the time 
prescribed for the publication. 
Further, Petitioner Is to forwnf 
copies to respondent at her 
mother's address. 
Dated: 6·2·95 
Becky L. Dugan, Judge 
p/6122, 6129, 1/6, 7/13195 
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS 
NAME STATEMENT 
The following person(s) Is (are) 
doing business as: 
Care One Health Center 
6826 Ironwood Drive 
Riverside, CA 92506 
Eddie Dane Donten 
6826 Ironwood Drive 
Riverside, CA 92506 
Viola D. Donten 
6826 Ironwood Drive 
Riverside, CA 92506 
This business ls conducted by 
Individuals• Husband and 
Wife 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under teh 
ficltlous business name or 
names listed herein 
s/Eddle Dane Donten 
The ru1n& or this statement 
does not or Itself authorize the 
use In this state of a flctltlous 
business name In violation or 
the rights of another under 
federal, state, or common law 
(sec. 14400 et. ,eq. b & p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County Clerk or Riverside 
County on June 13, 1995 
I hereby certify that this copy 
Is a correct copy or the original 
statement on file in my office. 
FRANK K. JOHNSON, 
County Clerk 
FILE NO. 954245 
p/6122, 6129, 7/6, 7/13/95 
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS 
NAME STATEMENT 
The followln& person(s) Is Tare) 
doing business as: 
D.L. Hinshaw Constnictlon 
213 Plews Court 
Riverside, CA 92507 
Darin Lynn Hinshaw 
213 Plews Court 
Riverside, CA 92507 
This business Is conducted by 
lndlvtdua!Reglstrant has not 
yet begun to transact business 
under teh ficltlous business 
name or names listed herein 
s/Darln Lynn Hinshaw 
The filing of this statement 
does not or Itself authorize the 
use in this state of a fictitious 
business name in violation of 
the rights of another under 
rederal, state, or common law 
(sec. 14400 et. ,eq. b & p code) 
Statement med with the 
County Clerk of Riverside 
County on June 14, 1995 
I hereby certify that this copy 
Is a correct copy of the original 
statement on file In my office. 
FRANK K. JOHNSON, 
County Clerk 
FILE NO. 954251 
p/6122, 6129, 7/6, 7/13/95 
Notice of Application for 
Changes In Ownership of 
Alcoholic Beverages License 
To Whom It May Concern: 
STODDARD, Frances Ann ls 
(are) applying to the 
Department of Alcoholic 
Beverage Control to sell 
alcoholic beverages at 6811 
Arlington Ave. Riverside, CA 
92504 with an Off Sale General 
llcense(s). 
p/6122, 6129, 7/6 
Notice of Trustee's Sale 
T.S. No. Q217552 
Unlt CodeQ 
Loan No. 945385NALDEZ 
AP# 226,142,006,S 
T.D. SERVICE COMPANY as 
duly appointed Trustee under 
the following described Deed or 
Trust WILL SELL AT 
PUBLIC AUCTION TO THE 
HIGHFSI' BIDDER FOR 
CASH (In the forms which are 
lawful tend er In the U nl ted 
States) and/or the cashier's, 
cert1fied or other checks 
specified in Civil Code Section 
2924h (payable In full at the 
time of sale to T.D. Service 
Company) all right, tlUe and 
interest conveyed to and now 
held by It under said Deed or 
Trust In the property 
hereinafter described: 
TRUSTOR: STEVEN D. 
VALDEZ and DEBBIE 
VALDEZ 
BENEFICIARY: MISSION 
HILLS MORTGAGE 
CORPORATION 
Thursday, June 29, 1995 
Recorded October 27, 1992 as 
Instr. No. 405291 In Book page 
of Official Records in the office 
or the Recorder or Riverside 
County; 
said Deed of Trust dellCl'lbes 
the following property: Lot 19 
of Montclair Park, as shown by 
Map Recorded In Book 30 
pages 29 and 30 of Maps, 
Records or Riverside County, 
CallfornlL 
YOU ARE IN DEFAULT 
UNDER A DEED OF TRUST 
DATED 10/23/91. UNLESS 
YOU TAKE ACTION TO 
PROTECT YOUR 
PROPERTY, IT MAY BE 
SOLD AT A PUBLIC SALE. 
IF YOU NEED AN 
EXPLANATION OF THE 
NATURE OF THE 
PROCEEDING AGAINST 
YOU, YOU SHOULD 
CONTACT A LAWYER. 
5046 BLANCHARD PLACE 
RIVERSIDE'., CA 92504 
"(U a street address or 
common designation of 
property Is shown above, no 
warranty ls given as to Its 
completeness or correctness)." 
The beneficiary under said 
Deed of Trust, by reason or a 
breach or default In the 
obligations secured thereby, 
heretofore executed an 
deJlvered to the undersigned a 
written Declaration of Default 
and Demand for Sale, and 
written notice of default and of 
election to cause the 
undersigned to sell said 
property to satisfy said 
obligations, and thereafter the 
undersigned caused said notice 
of default and or election to be 
Recorded March 8, 1995 as 
Instr. No. 72333 In Book Page 
of Official Records In the office 
or the recorder of Riverside 
County; 
Said Sale or property w1ll be 
made In "1111 ls" condition 
without covenant or warranty 
express or Implied, regarding 
title possession, or 
encumbrances, to pay the 
remaining principal sum of the 
note(s) secured by said Deed of 
Trust, with Interest as In said 
note provided, advances, If any, 
under the terms of said Deed of 
Trust, fees, charges and 
expenses of the Trustee and or 
the trusts created by said Deed 
of Trust. 
Said sale will be held on: 
July 14, 1995 at 3:30 p.m. at 
the Main Street entrance to the 
County Courthouse, 4050 Main 
St., Riverside, CA 
At the time or the Initial 
publication or this notice, the 
total amount or the unpaid 
balance or the obligation 
secured by the above described 
Deed of Trust and estimated 
costs, expenses, and advances Is 
$157;356.33. It Is possible that 
at the time of sale the opening 
bid may be less that the total 
Indebtedness due. 
Date: 6/12/95 
T.D. SERVICE COMPANY 
as said Trustee 
By Debra Brundage, Assistant 
Secretary 
737 Arnold Drive, Ste. C 
Martinez, CA 94553,6526 
(510) 229-9015 
TAC# 414274MZ 
IF AVAILABLE'., THE 
EXPECTED OPENING BID 
MAY BE OBTAINED BY 
CALLING THE 
FOLLOWING TELEPHONE 
NUMBER ON THE DAY 
BEFORE THE SALE: (510) 
313-9581 
p/6/22,6129, 116195 
Notice of Trustee's Sale 
T.S. No.1217465 
Unit Code I 
Loan No. 01-36812/GALAN 
AP# 179-122-009·1 
T.D. SERVICE COMPANY as 
duly appointed Trustee under 
the following described Deed of 
Trust WILL SELL AT 
PUBLIC AUCTION 1'0 THE 
HIGHEST BIDDER FOR 
CASH (in the forms which are 
lawful tender In the United 
States) and/or the cashier's, 
cert1fled or other checks 
specified In Civil Code Section 
2924h (payable in full at the 
time or sale to T.D. Service 
Company) all right, title and 
interest conveyed to and now 
heJd by It under said Deed of 
Trust In the property 
hereinafter described: 
TRUSTOR: PEDRO GALAN, 
REYNA GALAN, ABEL 
GALAN ALVARDO and 
CAMILO HERNANDEZ 
BENEFICIARY: SOUTH 
PACIFIC FINANCIAL 
CORPORATION 
Recorded August 14, 1990 as 
Instr. No. 301192 In Book page 
of Official Records In the office 
of the Recorder of Riverside 
County; 
said Deed of Trust describes 
the following property: Lot 9 
or Daly Ranch Tract, in the 
county or Riverside, State of 
California, as per map 
recorded In Book 21, page 10 or 
maps, In the office or the 
county recorder of said CGUDty, 
YOU ARE IN DEFAULT 
UNDER A DEED OF TRUST 
DATED 8/06/90. UNLESS 
YOU TAKE ACTION TO 
PROTECT YOUR 
PROPERTY, IT MAY BE 
SOLD AT A PUBLIC SALE. 
IF YOU NEED AN 
EXPLANATION OF THE 
NATURE OF THE 
PROCEEDING AGAINST 
YOU, YOU SHOULD 
CONTACT A LAWYER. 
3658 PONTIAC AVENUE 
RIVERSIDE, CA 92509 
"(If a street address or 
common designation or 
property ls shown above, no 
warranty Is given as to Its 
completeness or correctness)." 
The beneflclary under said 
Deed of Trust, by reason or a 
breach or default In the 
obligations secured thereby, 
heretofore executed an 
delivered to the undersigned a 
written Declaration or Default 
and Demand for Sale, and 
written notice of default and of 
election to cause the 
undersigned to sell said 
property to atbfy aid 
obi !gallons, and thereafter the 
undersigned caused aid notice 
of default and or election to be 
Recorded March 13, 1995 as 
Instr. No. 76575 In Book Page 
or Official Records in the office 
of the recorder or Riverside 
County; 
Said Sale or property will be 
made In "as ls'' condition 
without covenant or warranty 
express or Implied, regarding 
title ~Ion, or 
encumbrances, to pay the 
remaining principal sum or th . . 
note(s) secured by said Deed or 
Trust, with interest u in said 
note provided, advances, If any, 
under the terms of said Deed or 
Trust, fees, charges and 
expenses or the Trustee and of 
the trusts created by said Deed 
of Trust. 
Said sale will be held on: 
July 12, 1995 at 3:30 p.m, at 
the Main Street entrance to the 
County Courthouse, 4050 Main 
St., Riverside, CA 
At the time of the Initial 
pu bllcatlon or this notice, the 
total amount of the unpaid 
balance or the oblJaatlon 
,ecured by the aboft de,cribed 
Deed or Trust and estimated 
costs, expeDSl!I, and advances Is 
$104,385.86. It ls possible that 
at the time or sale the opening 
bid may be less that the total 
Indebtedness due. 
Date: 6/14/95 
HACIENDA SERVICE 
CORPORATION 
as said Trustee 
By T.D. SERVICE COMPANY, 
agent 
By Paula Jan, Assistant 
Secretary 
8577 Haven Ave., 
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 
91730 
(909) 945.5453 
TAC# 414460C 
IF AVAILABLE, THE 
EXPECTED OPENING BID 
MAY BE OBTAINED BY 
CALLING THE 
FOLLOWING TELEPHONE 
NUMBER ON THE DAY 
BEFORE THE SALE: (714) 
480-5690 
p/6122,6129, 116/95 
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS 
NAME STATEMENT 
The following person(s) Is (are) 
doing business as: 
Design Image Barbering Salon 
3848 S. McKinley Suite B 
Corona, California 91719 
Gisele Hardeman 
140 Fife St. 
Riverside, CA 92506 
This business ls conducted by 
an individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the 
flctltlous business name or 
nams listed herein. 
~Gisele Hardeman 
The ming or this S1atementc1oes 
not of Itself authorize the use In 
this state of a flctltlous business 
name In violation or the rights 
or another under federal, state, 
or common law (sec. 14400 et. 
,eq. b & p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County Clerk of Riverside 
County on June 20, 1995 
I hereby certify that this copy 
ls a correct copy or the original 
statement on file in my office. 
FRANK K. JOHNSON, 
County Clerk 
FILE NO, 954407 
-p/6122, 6/29/95, 116195, & 
7/13/95 
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Black Voice News 
NOTICE OF PETITION TO 
ADMINISTER ESTATE 
OF: CHARLES STEVENS 
CASE NUMBER: 69558 
To all heirs, bendklarles, 
Cfflllton, contingent creditors, 
and per10m who ma7 
otherwbe be Interested In the 
will or estate, or both, or 
Charles Stenos. 
A PETITION bu been fteld 
b7 Charles Stevem and Allie 
O. Stevens In the Superior 
Court of California, CountJ or 
Riverside. 
THE PETITION requests that 
Charles W. Stevem and Allie 
O. Stevens be appointed as 
personal represental1ve to 
administer the estate of the 
decedenL 
THE PETITION requests 
authority to administer the 
estate under the Independent 
Admlnstratlon of Estates Act. 
{This authorltJ will allow the 
personal representative to take 
man7 actions without 
obtaining court approval. 
Before taking certain very 
lm~~.ant actions, however, 
the personal representative to 
tue man7 actlom without 
obtalnlna court approo,al. 
Before tkalna certain 'ffr7 
Important acdout howffer, 
the personal representative 
will be required to atve notice 
to Interested perlODI Unlea 
thtJ llave wliYed DOtke or 
consented to the propoaed 
action.) The Independent 
administration authority will 
be granted unlm an Interested 
person mes an objection to the 
pedl1on and lbows good cuue 
wh7 the court should not grant 
the authority. 
A HEARING on the petition 
will be held OD 7°20-95 at 9:00 
a.m. In Dept: D0 l located at: •· 
IF YOU OBJECT to the 
grantlq or the petition, 7ou 
should appear at the hearing 
and state 7our objections or 
me written objections with the 
court before the hearlq. Your 
appearance ma7 be In pel'IOD 
or b7 7our attorne7. 
IF YOU ARE A CREDITOR 
or a contingent a-editor of the 
deceased, 7ou must rue 7our 
dalm witla the court and mall 
a copy to the personal 
representatln appointed b7 
the court within four months 
from the date or ftrlt Issuance 
of letters aa provided In 
ltdlon 9100 of the California 
Probate Code. The time ror 
r111n1 claims will not expire 
before four montha from the 
hearing date noticed abo,e. 
YOU MAY EXAMINE the me 
kept b7 the courL If JOU are a 
pe1'IOD Interested In the estate, 
7ou ma7 rue with the court a 
formal Request for Special 
Notice or the flllnt or aa 
lnventory and appraisal of 
estate assets or of any petll1on 
or account a, provided In 
section 1250 or the California 
Probate Code. A Request for 
Special Notice form 11 
available from the court derk. 
Petitioner Charles W. Stevens 
1585 W. La Cadena Dr. 
Riverside, Calif. 92501 
Charles W. Stevens and Allie 
O.Stevens 
Petitioner 
/p/6/ll;l9/95 and 7/6/95 
THE METROPOLITAN 
WATER DISTRICT OF 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
DOCUMENT 00020 
NOTICE INVITING BIDS 
For Funmhlq Pumps, 
Moton, and Related 
Equipment for the 
Domenlgoni Valley Reservoir 
P 0 1 Pumping Plant 
N°l The Metropolitan Water 
Dlstrld of Southern California 
hereby Invites Raled bids to 
furnish articles or materials 
for the Domenlgonl Valle7 
Reservoir p. 1 Pumping Plant 
located near Hemet, 
California, In accordance with 
Spedftcal1ons No.1293. 
N-2 Cempletesetsofthe 
contract domments are 
available for review or ma7 be 
purchased for $80 per set (for 
first set requested) at the 
Spedftcal1ons desk, Fourth 
Floor, Two California Plaza, 
350 South Grand Avenue, Los 
Angeles, California 90071, or 
by mail at P.O. Box 54153, Los 
Angeles, California 90054. 
Attention Spedftcal1ons desk, 
telepbone (213) 2174515. 
Addll1onal complete or partial 
sets ma:, be obtained at a cost 
or $50 per set. Metropolitan 
will assess an additional 
charge of $25 per complete or 
partial let for mall ddl'ffr7 
within the United States of 
America. Upon request, 
Metropolitan will furnish to 
prospective bidden full.size 
prints of drawlnp lnduded In 
the speclllcatlom. 
Metropolitan will charge $1.00 
perprlnL 
-N-3 Artldes or materials to be 
bid on. 
Item No. QuantitJ and 
Delcrlption 
1.Vertlcal pump and sump 
model design and model 
testing. 
2.Twelve Vertical pump-motor 
units, load commutated 
Inverters, static exdtadon 
system, protection relays, 
control system, spare parts, 
related 
equipment, and all 
appurtenances. 
3.8ervlces of erecting 
engineers. 
4.8ervlces of start-up 
engineers. 
N-4 E..timated coat of 
contract. Metropolitan 
expects the total contract cost 
to range between $18,000,000 
and $33,000,000. This 
estimate Is Intended to serve 
merely as a guideline of the 
magnltudeofwork. Neither 
the bidden nor the contractor 
shall be entitled to claims 
becawie of any Inaccuracy In 
the estimated cost range. 
N-5 Bids shall be made on the 
basu ~ delivery free on board 
(F.O.B.) at Metropolltan's 
Domenlgonl Valley Reservoir 
P-1 Pumping Plant located 
near Hemet, California. 
Delivery shall be made at the 
location ,teslgnated 
herein before within the time 
and subject to the condltlons 
stated In the speclftcal1ons. 
N-6 Ques11ons regardlq this 
bid shall be directed to Dr. 
Dimitri Chamleh by ru at 
(213) 217-6921, followed by a 
certified letter. 
N-7 Bids shall be111bmltted to 
the Chief Engineer at the 
addrea ldentltled In 
Paragraph N-2 OD or before 
2:00 p.m., August 15, 1995, at 
which time all bids will be 
publldy opened and read. 
Bids received b7 Metropolitan 
after the time specified wDI be 
returned unopened Pursuant 
to California Government 
Code X 53068. 
N-1 Each bid shall be 
accompanied b7 cash, a 
certified or cashier's check or 
a suret7 bond as a guarantee 
that the bidder will execute the 
propo8ed contract If awarded. 
Tbe suc:cessful bidder shall 
furnish a performance bond In 
accordance with the contract 
documents. 
N°9 It Is the declared policy of 
Metropolitan to Implement a 
program that will aid, counsel, 
and uslst, Insofar as Is legally 
permissible, the participation 
or certlfted minority-owned 
and women-owned business 
enterprises (MBF/WBEs) In 
contracts for Metropolitan 
properties, fadllties, and 
services. Although DO 
partldpatlon levels have been 
established for this project, 
Metropolitan encourages all 
contractors to uWlze 
MBFJWBE subcontracton In 
the promrement, delivery, 
fabrication, and lnstallal1on or 
the equlpmenL 
N•lt MetropGllt.'ln's pollq Ii 
one or equal employment 
opportunltJ for any qualltled 
penon without unlawful 
dlsc:rlmlnal1oa becaUse or 
race, sex, creed, national 
ortgln, color, disability, 
disabled veteran status, 
Vietnam veteran status, 
religion, age, medical 
condition (as defined In 
Metropolltan's Admlnls1ratlve 
Code, Subdivision (a) or 
Section 6305), marital status. 
ancestry, and IIN!llllal 
orientation. 
N-11 Thesu~l bidder 
will be permitted to securities 
for money that would 
otherwise be withheld by 
Metropolitan as provided In 
California Public Contract 
Code X 22300. 
By John R. Wodraska, 
General Manager 
CNSJ287619 
p/6/29/95 
Notice Inviting Bids 
Tbe City of San Jadnto Is re-
advertising ror the San Jacinto 
Community Center 
Renoval1on Project. This Is a 
federally funded project. Bids 
will be opened on Jul:, 11, 
1995. Spedftcal1ons, 
drawings, and plans are 
currentl7 available at the 
following addrea: 201 E. 
Main Street, San Jacinto, CA 
92583, Telephone Number 
(909) 487-7330. 
p/6/29/95 
REQUEST FOR CERTIFIED 
MBFJWBF/DVBE 
SUBCONTRACTORS/SUPPL 
IERS FOR: Riverside 
Munidpal Auditorium Patio 
& Fountain Refurbishment 
#5243 Bids 7/5/951:00 and 
San Bernardino County 
Fontana Library Remodel 
Project #50300 Bids 7/6/95 
1:00 
PAUL D. WILSON,INC. 
16186 WALNUT STREET 
FONTANA, CA 92336 
PHONE (909) 355-6987 
FAX {909) 355-4350 
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY 
EMPLOYER p/6/29/95 
THE METROPOLITAN 
WATER DISTRICT OF 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
DOCUMENT 00020 
NOTICE INVITING BIDS 
For Furnlshlq Electrical 
Switchgear and Related 
Equipment for the 
Domenlgonl Valley Reservoir 
P-1 Pumplq Plant 
N-1 The Metropolitan Water 
District or Southern California 
hereby Invites sealed bids to 
furnish articles or materials 
for the Domenlgonl Valley 
Reservoir P-1 Pumping ~ant 
located near Hemet, 
<;atlfornla, In accordance with 
Speclftcadons No.1307. 
N-2 Complete sell of the 
contract documents are 
available for review or may be 
purchased for $30 per set {for 
ftnt 11et requested) at the 
Speclftcatlons desk, Fourth 
Floor, Two California Plaza, 
350 South Grand Avenue, Los 
Angeles, California 90071, or 
by mall at P.O. Box 54153, Los 
Angeles, California 90054, 
Attention Speclftcal1ons desk, 
telephone (213) 217-6515. 
Additional complete or partial 
sets may be obtained at a cost 
or $50 per seL Metropolitan 
will assess an additional 
charge of $15 per complete or 
partial set for mall delivery 
within the United States of 
America. Upon request, 
Metropolitan will furnish to 
prospective bidden full.size 
prints of drawings Included In 
the speclftcatlons. 
Metropolitan will charge $1.00 
per prlnL No refunds will be 
made for returned domments. 
N-3 Artides or materials to be 
bid on. 
Item No. Quantity and 
Description 
I.One ll5 IIV circuit breaker 
with appurtenances, 
accessories, and spare parts. 
2.Four ll5 kV disconnect 
switches with appurtenances, 
accessories, and spa~ parts. 
3.Twenty seven 6.9 kV metal• 
dad switcbgear bus 
conftguratlons with 
appurtenances, accessories, 
and spare parts. 
4.One 430 V 11ecOndary unit 
substation with 
appurtenances, accessories, 
and spare parts. 
5.Nlne 480 V motor control 
centers with appurtenances, 
accessories, and spare parts. 
6Servlces or erecting 
engineers. 
7.8ervlces or start-up 
engineers. 
N-4 E..timated cost of 
contract. Metropolitan 
expects the total contract cost 
to range between $2,000,000 
and $3,500,000. This estimate 
Is Intended to serve merel7 u 
a guideline or the magnitude or 
work. Neither the bidders nor 
the contractor shall be entitled 
to dalms because or any 
Inaccuracy In the estimated 
cost range. 
N-5 Bids shall be made on the 
basis or delivery free on board 
(F.O.B.) at Metropolltan's 
Domenlgonl Valle7 Reservoir 
P· 1 Pumping Plant located 
near Hemet, California. 
Deliver7 shall be made at the 
local1on designated 
berelnbefore within the time 
and 1111 bject to the conditions 
stated In the speclftcatlons. 
N-6 Questions regarding this 
bid shall be directed to Mr. 
Clifford "Dee" DUlon by ru at 
(213) 217-7399. 
N-7 Bids shall be submitted to 
the Chier Engineer at the 
address Identified In 
Paragraph N-2 on or before 
10:00 a.m., August 10, 1!195, at 
which time all bids will be 
public!)' opened and read. 
Bids received by Metropolitan 
after the time specified will be 
returned unopened Pursuant 
to California Government 
Code X 53068. 
N-8 Each bid shall be 
accompanied by cash, a 
certified or cashier's check or 
a surety bond as a guarantee 
that the bidder will execute the 
proposed contract If awarded. 
The succ~I bidder shall 
furnish a performance bond In 
accordance with the contract 
documents. 
N-9 Metropolitan has adopted 
a polk7 encouraging the 
participation of minority• 
owned and women-owned 
business enterprises 
(MBFJWBEs) In Its contracts. 
N-10 The Sll~l bidder 
will be permitted to securities 
for money·that would 
otherwise be withheld by 
Metropolitan as provided In 
California Publk Contract 
Code X 22300. 
By John R. Wodraslla, 
General Manager 
CNS1285762 
p/6/29/95 
Notice oflnvltlng Bids 
RECEIPT AND OPENING 
OF PROPOSALS: Seated 
proposals will be received In 
the Purchasing Department, 
450 East Latham Avenue, 
Hemet, California, unW 10:00 
a.m. July 26, 199S, at which 
time and place the bids for 
construction or the 19th Year 
Committee Development 
Block Grant project No. 9516 
will be opened and publldy 
read. The work ls In the Clt7 
of Hemet. 
DFSCRIPTIQN OF WORK: 
The work ls as followed: 
19th Year Committee 
Development Block Grant 
Project Improvements and 
AlteraUons to Simpson Senior 
Center 
The Architects estimate for the 
primary work ls $80,000. 
Work will primarily consist or, 
but not limited to completion 
of second floor meeting room 
indudlng all Items necessary 
for the future Installation or a 
movable partll1on and second 
floor restrooms, lncludlq all 
elec:trlcal, mechanical and 
plumbing systems. IN 
addition to the primal')' work 
3 additive alternates will also 
be considered. These 
alternates and their respective 
cost estimates are as follows: 
Alternate A • Construction of 
storage alcove, {cost estimate 
$17,000.) Alternate B -
Completion or second floor 
PageB-6 Thursday,June 29, 1995 
office area, ( cost estimate 
$7,500.) ALternate C. 
Provide and Install movable 
partition, {rost estimate 
$12,000.) 
' 'I'bls project ls Federally 
financed by the VS. 
Department of Housing and 
Urban Development {24 CFR, 
Part 57) and subject to certain 
requirements lndudJna 
payment of Federal prevailing 
wages, compliance with 
''Section 3" Affirmative Action 
Requirements, Executive 
Order #11246 and othen. The 
aforementioned are described 
In the ''Special Federal 
Provisions" section of the bid 
documenL Additional 
Information pertalnln1 to the 
Federal requirements ls on file 
with the County or Riverside's 
Department or Economic and 
Community Development 
Office." 
COMPLETION OF WORK; 
All work shall be completed 
within .2!l calendar days after 
award or contract. 
PRF.-BID MEETING• 
THERE SHAlcL BE A PRE-
BID MEETING ,JULY 12, 
122s AT 2;00 A,M, PRE-BID 
MEETING WILL BEGIN IN 
THE LOBBY OF THE 
SIMPSON SENIOR CENTER 
AT JOS EAST DEVONSHIRE 
AVENUE HEMET CA 92543 
PLANS AND 
SPECIFICATIONS; Coples 
of the plans and speclftcations 
are available on/after June 23, 
1995, for examination without 
charge at the Purchasing 
Department Office, 450 East 
LAtham Avenue, Hemet, CA 
and at (909) 765-2343. 
Complete sets of the contrad 
documents ma:, be obtained 
from the Purchasing 
Department at the above 
address, upon payment or 
$50.00 (non refundable) for 
each set. An addll1onal 
payment or $10.00 {non 
refundable) will be made ror 
malling each seL 
Plans are also available for 
examination at: 
F.W. Dodge Division 
202 E. Airport, Suite 190 
San Bernardino, CA 92408 
(909) 885-6857 
F. W. Dodge Division 
77.734 Country Club Dr., 
Suite L. 
Palm De!iert, CA 92211 
(619) 360-4055 
Construction Express 
35805 Mitchell Road 
Murrieta, CA 92563 
(714) 672-3707 
Dally Construction 
2625 Manhattan Beach Blvd., 
Sultell0 
Redondo Beach, CA !10278 
(310) 643-1263 
ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION· All' 
Inquires shall be directed to 
Art Hernandez or the 
Purchasing Department at 
(909) 765-2348. 
GUARANrEE; Each bid 
shall be made on the proposal 
form furnished by the Clt7 
herewith and shall be In 
ac:cordance with the 
specifications and other 
contract documents and shall 
be accompanied b7 a certified 
check, cashier's check or 
bidder's bond payable to the 
City In a sum not Jes than ten 
percent (10'11,) of the amount 
of the bid, as a guarantee that 
the bidder will enter Into the 
contract for the work, the full 
amount of such guarantee to 
be forfeited to the City should 
said bidder fall to enter Into 
said contract u set forth In 
Section 37900 et seq. or the 
Government Code or the State 
or California 
The succes.,ful bidder will be 
required to furnish a Faithful 
Performance Bond In an 
amount not less than one 
hundred percent (lOO'lf,) of the 
contract price, said bonds to 
be secured rrom a surety 
company authorl7.ed to do 
business In the State of 
California, and to be subject 
to the approval or the Clt7 
Attorne7. The suc:cessfUI 
bidder will also be required to 
furnish the City of Hemet with 
an Insurance policy In the 
amount of $1,000,000 per 
Section 7-3 and 7-4 of the 
"Standard Spedftcatlons for 
Public Works constnactlon, 
1988 Edition." 
WAGFS; Bidders are hereb7 
notified that pursuant to 
Secl1ons 1770 et seq. of the 
Labor Code or the State or 
California, the City Coundl or 
the City or Hemet 
Incorporates herein b7 
reference the general 
prevalllq rate or per diem 
wages as determined b7 the 
Director or Industrial 
Relal1ons or the State or 
California. Coples of the 
prevalllq rate or per diem 
wages are on file In the 
Purchasing Department office 
and will be made available to 
any Interested party on 
request. 
Said wages are hereb7 
Incorporated In and made part 
or these spedftcal1ons. In 
accordance with the Labor 
Code, no workman employed 
upon work under contract to 
the City shall be paid less that 
the above referenced 
prevailing wage rate. ANy 
dasslftcal1on omitted herein 
shall be paid not less that the 
prevailing wage scale u 
established for similar work In 
the particular area, and all 
overtime shall be paid a t the 
prevailing rates as established 
for the particular area. 
Sunda7 and holiday time shall 
be paid at the wage rates 
determined be the Director of 
Industrial Relal1ons. 
CJTY'S RIGHTS 
RESERVED; The City 
reserves the right to reject an)' 
or all bids, to waive any 
lnformalltJ In a bid, and to 
mllke awards to the Interests 
of the City. 
CERTIFIED PAYBQU,· The 
award or bid contractor will 
be required to submit weekly 
certified payroll with their 
monthly Invoice payment 
request. The City's invoice 
payment policy ls thirty (30) 
days. 
Dated this 15th day of June, 
1995 
s/Art Hernandez, Purchasing 
Officer 
p/6129, 7/6/!15 
Tttle Order No.10201118 
Tnst11'1 Sale No: U9910135II 
VA No: 027IISH67504 
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE'S SALE 
YOU ARE IN DEFAULT UN-
DER A DEED OF TRUST, DATED 
November 1, 1984, UNLESS 
YOU TAKE ACTION TO PRO-
TECT YOUR PROPERTY, IT MAY 
BE SOLO AT A PUBLIC SALE. IF 
YOU NEED AN EXPLANATION 
OF THE NATURE OF THE PRO-
CEEDING AGAINST YOU, YOU 
SHOULD CONTACT A LAWYER. 
On July 13, 1995, at 2:30 
P.M., DEIDRE DICKEY, as duly 
appointed Trustee under and 
pursuant to Deed of Trust re-
corded November 20, 1984, as 
Instrument No. 250667, Book 
No. NIA, Page No .. NIA, of Offi-
cial Records In the office of the 
County Recorder of RIVERSIDE, 
State of California. Executed by 
JOSEPH RALPH MOEWS, A 
MARRIED MAN, AS HIS SOLE 
AND SEPARATE PROPERTY 
WILL SELL AT PUBLIC AUC-
TION TO HIGHEST BIDDER FOR 
CASH (payable at the lime of 
sale In lawful money of the 
United States) at THE SIXTH 
STREET ENTRANCE TO THE 
CORONA CIVIC CENTER 
BUILDING 815 W. SIXTH ST., 
CORONA, CA all right, title and 
Interest conveyed to and now 
held by It under said Deed of 
Trust in the property situated in 
said County and State described 
In said Deed of Trust therein: 
A.P.N. # 155-321-013 The 
undersigned Trustee disclaims 
any liability for any Incorrect-
ness of the street address and 
other common designation, if 
any, shown herein. 6882 MEN-
DOCINO DR., RIVERSIDE, CA 
Said sale wil be made, but 
without covenant or warranty, 
e)(l)fess or Implied, regarding 
7 
title, possession, or encum-
brances, to pay the remaining 
principal sum of the note(s) 
secured by said Deed of Trust. 
with Interest thereon, as pro-
vided in said note(s), advances, 
if any, under the terms of said 
Deed of Trust, fees, charges 
and expenses of the Trustee 
and of the trusts created by said 
Deed of Trust, to wit 
$112,669.46 
Date: June 15, 1995 
DEIDRE DICKEY, AS TRUSTEE 
TRUSTEE CORPS AS AGENT 
FOR TRUSTEE TRUSTEE CORPS 
2230 W. CHAPMAN AVE. SUITE 
200 ORANGE, CA 92668 (714) 
634-1001 By: K. SUNlJARA 
AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE 
PRIORITY 69480 
6/22,6/29,7/6/95 
Tttle Order No. 8051475 
TrustH'I Sal, No: U9971084 
VA No: 0135SH70505 
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE'S SALE 
YOU ARE IN DEFAULT UN· 
DER A DEED OF TRUST, DATED 
June 16, 1986, UNLESS YOU 
TAKE ACTION TO PROTECT 
YOUR PROPERTY, IT MAY BE 
SOLD AT A PUBLIC SALE. IF 
YOU NEED AN EXPLANATION 
OF THE NATURE OF THE PRO· 
CEEDING AGAINST YOU, YOU 
SHOULD CONTACT A LAWYER. 
On July 13, 1995, at 2:30 
P.M., DEIDRE DICKEY, as duly 
appointed Trustee under and 
pursuant to Deed of Trust re-
corded July 14, 1986, as In-
strument No. 163439, Book No. 
NIA, Page No. NIA, of Official 
Records in the office of the 
County Recorder of RIVERSIDE, 
State of California. Executed by 
HENRY J. STRICKER AND 
IRENE E. STRICKER, HUSBAND 
AND WIFE WILL SELL AT PUB-
LIC AUCTION TO HIGHEST 
BIDDER FOR CASH (payable at 
the lime of sale in lawful money 
of the United States) at THE 
SIXTH STREET ENTRANCE TO 
THE CORONA CIVIC CENTER 
BUILDING 815 W. SIXTH 
STREET CORONA, CA all right, 
title and Interest conveyed to 
and now held by it under said 
Deed of Trust In Ille property 
situated In said County and 
State described in said Deed of 
Trust therein: A.P.N. # 190-352-
008-4 The undersigned Trustee 
disclaims any llablllty for any 
Incorrectness of the street 
address and other common 
designation, if any, shown 
herein. 6876 EL CAJON OR .• 
RIVERSIDE, CA Said sale will be 
made, but without covenant or 
warranty, express or implied, 
regarding title, possession, or 
encumbrances, to pay the re-
maining principal sum of the 
note(s) secured by said Deed of 
Trust. with interest thereon, as 
provided in said note(s), ad· 
vances, If any, under the terms 
of said Deed of Trust, fees, 
charges and expenses of the 
Trustee and of the trusts cre-
ated by said Deed of Trust, to 
wit $97,846.89 
Date: June 15, 1995 
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MVUSD Afraid Of Black CHP 
From Front Page 
called a neighbor for help. They rang her doorbell and 
when the neighbor, came the pair ran jumped in the 
truck and took off. The conspiracy charge goes deeper. 
Silva, a recall proponent. indicated in a MVUSD 
Board Meeting, that they knew for a fact that she 
(Burks) is best friends with Mrs. Thomas, (the Black 
Principal who was removed from Bear Valley over 
some racist charges). She indicated further that 
Thomas has been to Mrs. Burks' home on several 
occasions, she admitted they were watching their 
(Burks) home. 
In still another incident a CB tape was made of 
some apparent KKK members. They were discussing 
Burks, and some of the Concerned Parents of Moreno 
Valley (CPMV) calling them the N--- word. 
1bey asked on the tape if the others had seen a Chan· 
nel 9 broadcast of the (CPMV) some community 
activists, Mr. and Mrs. Gillison and Marva Horn, 
reportedly they said. "we are tired of N-- when 
trouble starts they start praying, we need to start a CB 
KKK." The tape has been turned over to the U.S. Jus-
tice Department 
Much of Burks' trouble began when she supported 
the two Principal 's right to due process. Last year and 
again this year, a vocal group of mostly White parents 
and teachers complained about their bosses. The Prin-
cipal's were removed from their duty. Then Ed Gilliam 
was "castrated" by his teachers and others in the com-
m unity. The Justice Department had to come in to 
mediate the volatile issue. Black students walked out 
of school. Teachers allowed White students to disre-
spect Gilliam. He left and filed a lawsuit against the 
district and personally filed a charge against Tracy 
Vackar. Recently the same scenario took place. Burks' 
children attend Bear Valley School, The teachers and 
some parents did not like the Black Principal and cre-
ated a hostile racial climate. She was removed from 
the school and placed in administration. She is now 
however the incoming Principal at Sunnymead Ele-
mentary. The Board's Attorney ruled there was no 
conflict of interest in Burks being involved in her 
child's school. However, recall proponents do not 
agree. 
Repeated calls to Vackar were unsuccessful. Lee 
was out of town and his secretary said she would have 
him return the call. Wisher was in a meeting, her sec-
retary took the detailed message and she did not return 
the call. However, Moreno Valley Police Chief 
Richard Coz, responded to the charge that Burks 
threatened Vackar in a closed session Board Meeting. 
Chief Coz said "We will start an investigation late next 
weelc, we have seven people that we have to interview 
as part of the investigation." 
On Tuesday June 25, 1995, Bernadette Burks con• 
fronted Vackar and Wisher in an open board meeting, 
reportedly Vackar, who denied the charge in the press, 
began to cry. 
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